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With the rapid development of Android, a major mobile Internet platform, Android malware attacks have become the number
one threat to mobile Internet security. Traditional malware detection methods have low precision and greater time complexity. At
present, image detection methods based on deep learning are used in malware detection. However, most of these methods are
based on the largescale convolutional neural network model (such as VGG16). ,e computation and weight files of these models
are very large, so they are not suitable for mobile Internet platforms with limited computation. A novel detection method based on
a lightweight convolutional neural network is presented in this study. It transforms Android malware classes.dex, Android-
manifest.xml, and resource.arsc into RGB images and uses the lightweight convolutional neural network to extract the features of
RGB images automatically.,e experimental results of this study indicate that the method performs well in terms of precision and
speed of detection.

1. Introduction

Android is one of the most common smartphone operating
systems. According to the statistics of the global smart-
phone market system occupancy in the second quarter of
2018 by Kantar, an international data research organiza-
tion, 82% of the market share was occupied by Android,
and the share is still increasing. ,e rapid popularization of
Android has not only brought great convenience to users
but also attracted the attention of network hackers. Due to
the openness of Android, Android devices are susceptible
to malware infection. AV-TEST Security Report 2019/2020
[1] shows that 6,201,358 new Android malware samples
were added in 2017, and the number of new malware
samples has increased from 2019. In addition, Android won
the first place in 2019 with 417 known security vulnera-
bilities in the ranking of operating systems and programs
with the number of security vulnerabilities and was listed in
the common vulnerabilities and exposure (CVE) database.
Among all Android malware in 2019, Trojan accounted for
more than 90%, followed by malicious adware and

ransomware, which are also the main ways for criminals to
illegally obtain benefits.

Obviously, it is of extreme urgency to detect and prevent
malware in order to resolve serious security problems caused
by Android malware. In the past, static analysis technology
and dynamic analysis technology [2] were the main methods
of Android malware detection. Static analysis [3] refers to
the extraction and analysis of the features of the software
without running. Lei [4] extracted the API call sequence of
the Android software through reverse engineering and
normalization and then detected it through a probability
discriminant learning model based on regular logistic re-
gression. MaMaDroid [5] constructed the behavior model in
the form of Markov chain for the API call sequence and
classified malware. Tian [6] solved the problem of repack-
aged malware detection by analyzing the dependence be-
tween classes and classes, methods, and methods according
to the heterogeneity of Android malware code. Kong [7]
extracted structural information on the malware program as
an attribute function call graph and then used an integrated
classifier for automatic malware classification. However, it is
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very difficult to the reverse engineering of the Android
software for static analysis, and it is easy to be interfered by
code obfuscation technology or encryption technology,
resulting in inaccurate detection results. Dynamic analysis
technology [8] refers to executing malware in a secure virtual
environment and monitoring and extracting malware be-
havior information dynamically. ,e MADAM system [9]
could judge whether it is malicious according to the seven
abnormal behaviors of the software when it is running. Yuan
[10] performed a dynamic taint analysis through system
hooks and monitored various application operations. Each
behavior feature was one-hot encoded and transmitted to
the Deep Belief Networks (DBN) as trained data. DroidTrace
[11] was a dynamic analysis system with forward execution
capability based on the Ptrace which is a dynamic analysis
tool. It could judge whether it is malware based on the
system dynamic load when the software is running.
Somarriba [12] provided a framework of monitoring and
visualized abnormal function calls of Android applications.
Dynamic analysis technology has a high accuracy rate, but
repeated code execution is time-consuming and resource
intensive.

In recent years, visualization technology has been in-
troduced into malware detection. Malware visualization
technology refers to converting some elements of malware
into images’ form for detection. In 2011, Nataraj et al. [13]
first proposed to visualize binary files of computer malware
as grayscale images and then to classify the malware by using
the image features. Mclaughlin et al. [14] extracted the
opcode sequence of the code instructions in the Android
software and mapped it in the vector space and then used
CNN to achieve detection. Kumar et al. [15] transformed
malware into grayscale scale images and then detected and
classified the malware by Random Forest algorithm (RF). On
this basis, Darus et al. [16] compared the accuracy of the
K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN), RF, and Decision
Tree algorithm (DT) applied to malware grayscale images’
classification and detection. And they found out the one with
the best performance among the three algorithms is RF.
Poonguzhali et al. [17] proposed to combine convolutional
neural network and intelligent optimization algorithm for
malware image detection and achieved high detection ac-
curacy. Many research based on visualization technology has
been implemented in computer malware detection, but few
on Android malware detection. ,e detailed analysis of the
above references can be found in Table 1.

,ere are a lot of types and variations of Android mal-
ware; their variations and code obfuscation, shell and en-
cryption, make detection more difficult. Traditional
convolutional neural network for Android has many pa-
rameters and a large amount of calculation, which leads to a
long training time and is not suitable for the mobile Internet
platform. For the reasons mentioned above, this study pro-
poses to convert Androidmalware to RGB images and to train
and detect it by depthwise separable convolutional neural
networks, which improves the training speed and reduces the
number of parameters while having fine accuracy.

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the basic principle of convolution neural network

and depthwise separable convolution. In Section 3, it in-
troduces the method of this study which includes a new
malware visualization method and MobileNet V2 network
model. Experimental results and performance analysis are
discussed in Section 4. And the conclusion of this study is
presented in Section 5.

2. Depthwise Separable Convolutional
Neural Networks

2.1. Deep Learning and Convolutional Neural Networks.
Deep learning [18] is a collection of algorithms that use
various machine learning algorithms to solve various
problems such as images and texts on multilayer neural
networks. It can provide feature learning and obtain higher-
level abstract features that human may not recognize. ,ese
abstract features can help to capture relevant characteristics.
Among deep learning models, convolutional neural net-
works [19] have outstanding performance in the field of
image recognition. Compared with traditional machine
learning and other models, CNN has a strong ability to
obtain higher-level features of the images. A CNN includes
the input layers, the convolution layers, the ReLU excitation
layers, the pooling layers, and the fully connected layers. ,e
current common CNN models are VGGNet, ResNet,
GoogleNet, and MobileNet.

2.2. Standard Convolution. Standard convolution uses N
Dk ×Dk convolution kernels to perform convolution cal-
culations on three-channel RGB images and finally output N
Feature Maps. ,e process is shown in Figure 1.

,e number of parameters and calculation cost of
standard convolution are described as follows:

P1 � Dk × Dk × M × N,

C1 � Dk × Dk × M × N × DF × DF,
(1)

where Dk ×Dk represents the size of the convolution kernel,
Dk ×Dk is the size of the feature maps, and M and N denote
the number of input channels and output channels,
respectively.

2.3. Depthwise Separable Convolution. Depthwise separable
convolution [20]-based MobileNet v2 model is used in this
study. Compared with standard convolution, this model has
faster calculation speed and lower computational cost.
Depthwise separable convolution is a combination of
depthwise convolution (DW) and pointwise convolution
(PW), in which the number of parameters and calculation
cost of extracting feature are lower than standard
convolution.

(1) Depthwise convolution: after inputting a three-
channel RGB image, DW will perform the first
convolution operation, which is completely per-
formed in a two-dimensional plane. ,e number of
convolution kernels is the same as the number of
channels of the input image. ,erefore, a three-
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channel image generates three feature maps after
calculation, as shown in Figure 2.

(2) Pointwise convolution: the operation of the PW is
similar to the standard convolution operation, as
shown in Figure 3. ,e size of its convolution kernel
is 1 × 1 × M, andM is the number of channels in the
previous layer. ,is convolution will weight and
combine the previous maps in the depth direction to
generate new feature maps.

,e number of parameters and calculation cost of the
depth separable convolution are represented as follows:

C2 � Dk × Dk × M × DF × DF + M × N × DF × DF,

P2 � M × Dk × Dk + M × N.
(2)

,e results of the depthwise convolution and pointwise
convolution mentioned above are the same as the result of the

standard convolution. Equations (3) and (4) are the ratios of
the number of parameters and the calculation cost of the
depthwise separable convolution and the standard convolution
under the same effect. It can be seen that the number of pa-
rameters and the calculation cost of the depthwise separable
convolution are greatly reduced. ,e size of the convolution
kernel is set as 3 × 3 usually. In this case, the number of

Table 1: Analysis of related works.

Types References Target features Methods Analysis

Static detection

[4] API call sequence
Decompiling the source code to extract features

and detecting them by the probability
discriminant model

,e pretreatment process is complex

[6] Classes and class
dependencies

Analyzing the heterogeneity of android malware
code by machine learning algorithm Model training takes a long time

[7] Functions call
sequence

Computing malware similarity through
machine learning algorithm ,e accuracy is not high

Dynamic
detection

[9] Malicious
behavior

It can be judged by the abnormal behavior of
software running Serious memory consumption

[10] Malicious
behavior

,e behavior features are transformed into hot
coding and transmitted to the DBN network for

training

,e preprocessing is complex and
the trigger mechanism needs to run

the system all the time

[11] System call
behavior

Monitor and analyze system call behavior from
time to time

,e trigger mechanism needs to run
the system all the time

[12] API functions Introducing hooks in order to trace restricted
API functions used at runtime of the application

,e system starts slowly and
occupies a large proportion of

memory

Visualization
detection

[13] Binary files
Malware binaries are visualized as grayscale
images and classified by analyzing the image

feature descriptor

,e feature of the grayscale image is
single and model training takes a

long time

[15] .Dex files ,e .dex files are transformed into RGB images
and classified by random forest algorithm ,e accuracy is not high

[17] Binary files

Converting the malicious code into the grayscale
images, these images were identified and

classified by the convolutional neural networks;
then, using the bat algorithm to eliminate over
fitting of the model over the fitting and the

under-fitting

,e feature of the grayscale image is
single and model training takes a

long time

3 channel input 3 * Filters 3 * Maps

Figure 1: Standard convolution process.

3 channel input 3 * Filters 3 * Maps

Figure 2: Depthwise convolution process.

3 * Maps 4 * Filters 4 * Maps

Figure 3: Pointwise convolution process.
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parameters and calculation cost of the depthwise separable
convolution are about 1/9 of those of the standard convolution:

P2

P1
�

Dk × Dk × M + M × N

Dk × Dk × M × N
�

1
N

+
1

D
2
k

, (3)

C2

C1
�

Dk × Dk × M × DF × DF + M × N × DF × DF

Dk × Dk × M × N × DF × DF

�
1
N

+
1

D
2
k

.

(4)

3. Methods

In this section, this study primarily proposes to visualize
Android software as RGB images and then detects it through
the lightweight convolution neural network.

3.1. Visualization Process. Android application package
(APK) [21] is a file format used by the Android system to
install applications (APP), and the suffix is .apk. In fact, the
APK can be decompressed by changing the suffix name to
.zip, which contains META-INF folder, res folder, resour-
ces.arsc, AndroidManifest.xml, and classes.dex. Among
them, classes.dex is an 8 bit binary file, which is the logical
part of the Android software to realize functions. Resour-
ces.arsc is the compiled binary resource file. AndroidMa-
nifest.xml contains the configuration information of the
APP.

,is study proposes to convert Android software to
RGB images for detection. RGB [21] images are composed
of a three-dimensional array of the M × N × 3 format,
which can also be understood as being constructed by
three M × N grayscale images. ,e three images represent
the three components of R, G, and B. And the pixel point
of each component ranges from [0, 255]. From this, the
value expression of RGB image pixel points is (R: [0, 255],
G: [0, 255], B: [0, 255]). ,e visualization process is shown
in Figure 4. ,e suffix name of the APK is changed to .zip
file. ,en, the classes.dex, resources.arsc, and Android-
Manifest.xml are extracted by the zip file library of the
python. ,e decimal range of each byte is in [0, 255],

APK .zip file

classes.dex

1011010101000110
10010010… [181,106,222,…]

AndroidManif
est.xml

resource.arsc

1111111110011011
00110111… [255,155,55,…]

1100100110100111
10010001… [201,167,145,…]

Figure 4: Visualization process of Android software.

Input

PW, 1×1
Relu

DW, 3×3
Relu

PW, 1×1
linear

OutputConversion process

Figure 5: Convolution process of inverse residual depthwise separable convolution.

Table 2: Comparison of CNN model parameters.

Model name Number of parameters
VGG16 138342976
Inception v3 24734048
ResNet 23518273
MobileNet v1 4209088
MobileNet v2 2958440

Table 3: Classification of dataset (a) and (b).

Dataset Category Quantity

(a) Benign 13500
Malware 13787

(b)

Adware 1515
Banking 2506
Benign 4942
Riskware 4362

SMS malware 4822
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which is exactly the same as the value range of each
component pixel of the RGB images. So, these three files
are filled with channels of R, G, and B to generate RGB
images by the PIL library.

3.2. Model Summary. ,e model named MobileNet v2 [22]
implemented in this study is a lightweight CNN model
proposed by Google in 2018, which uses depthwise separable
convolution. MobileNet v2 is an improvement in MobileNet
v1. MobileNet v1 is only a stack of depthwise separable
convolutions; however, MobileNet v2 introduces a residual
structure to improve the performance of the network. In
addition, in order to preserve the diversity of features, the
nonlinear activation function of ReLU is not adopted at the
end of each depthwise separable convolution. ,e structure
of MobileNet includes DW and PW. Before DW, MobileNet
v2 adds a PW for performing dimension upgrade. ,is

method makes DW work in higher dimensions, which can
get a better effect.,e convolution structure ofMobileNet v2
is shown in Figure 5.

Table 2 shows the number of parameters ofMobileNet v2
and other models. It can be seen that MobileNet v2 has fewer
parameters and faster training speed than MobileNet v1, so
this study uses MobileNet v2 for Android malware
detection.

3.3. Functions of Training Process. Android malware de-
tection is a two-classification problem. Sigmoid which is a
good threshold function is used as the output of the
classifier. It can map the output variable to (0, 1). If the
output variable is greater than 0.5, it is considered to
belong to one category; otherwise, it belongs to another
category. ,e formula for the sigmoid function is as
follows:

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Some RGB images of (a) benign software and (b) malware.
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Figure 7: Training process of visualization methods.
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sigmoid(x) �
1

1 + e
−x, (5)

where x represents the score of the sample of this category in
the neural network.

Binary_cross entropy is used as the loss function in the
training process of CNN, which is described as follows:

loss � − 
n

i�1
yilog yi + 1 − yi( log 1 − yi( , (6)

Table 4: Comparison of accuracy and training time of visualization methods.

Dataset Neural networks’ models Visualization methods Val_accuracy (%) Training time (1 epochs)

((s)a) MobileNet v2
dexToGrayscale 94.44 42.02
dexToRGBimage 95.01 44.41

�e proposed method 95.98 46.67

(b) MobileNet v2
dexToGrayscale 87.09 39.99
dexToRGBimage 87.97 40.18

�e proposed method 89.54 41.44
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Figure 9: Training process of CNN models.
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Figure 10: Loss-epoch curves of visualization methods.

Table 5: Comparison of accuracy and training time of CNN models.

Dataset Visualization methods Neural network models Val_accuracy (%) Training time (1 epochs)

((s)a) �e proposed method

Model 1: VGG16 [17] 92.12 74.11
Model 2: MobileNet v1 94.39 46.03

Model 3: Inception v3 [23] 95.19 62.55
�e proposed model: MobileNet v2 95.98 46.67

(b) �e proposed method

Model 1: VGG16 [17] 86.22 71.01
Model 2: MobileNet v1 88.01 40.87

Model 3: Inception v3 [23] 87.78 58.14
�e proposed model: MobileNet v2 89.54 41.44
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where yi is the true label value (0 or 1) and yi is the predicted
value given by the neural network model. At the end of each
single training session, the neural networks will calculate the
loss and then update the model parameters according to the
loss.

4. Experiments and Discussion

,is experiment was carried out under Ubuntu 18.04 ver-
sion, the CPU is 8-core E5-2687W, the memory is 16GB, the
GPU is NVIDIA RTX 2080 TI, and the memory is 11GB.
,is study use python and Tensorflow2.0 framework to
design CNN models.

4.1. Dataset. ,e following two datasets were used in this
experiment, and the details are shown in Table 3.

(1) Dataset (a) contains CIC-AndMal-2017, CIC-And-
Mal-2020, and 3000 benign Android software col-
lected by our group. ,is dataset is divided into
benign software and malware.

(2) Dataset (b) is CIC-AndMal-2020, which contains 5
types of Android software.

,e dataset of this experiment has not been found used in
other documents before. And this dataset is adopted in this
study to compare the performance of the methods based on
different visualization methods and different CNN models.
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4.2. Comparison of Visualization Methods. In this study,
dataset (a) and dataset (b) are separately divided into a
training set and a test set of eight to two, and all samples are
visualized to RGB images by the method mentioned in
Section 3.1. ,en, all images are scaled to the same size.
Figure 6 shows some 256× 256 RGB images generated by
randomly selected Android benign software and malware.
,e difference in image texture between benign software and

malware is very minor. However, the depthwise separable
convolutional neural networks have a strong ability to image
recognition and can judge whether it is malware through the
subtle difference in the images.

,e five-fold cross-validation method which can im-
prove the accuracy and stability of the model is used in this
experiment. ,e network parameters are initialized by
MobileNet v2. Except for the last 10 layers of training, all the
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front layers are frozen. In the training process, the initial
learning rate is set to 0.00001 and BATCH_SIZE is set to 32.
,e epoch is set to 30 in the experiment of dataset (a) and 50
for dataset (b).

Traditional visualization methods of Android software
include dexToGrayscale and dexToRGBimage. ,ey refer to
the conversion of classes. dex files in APK into grayscale
images or RGB images.,e RGB images which are generated
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by the classes.dex, resources.arsc, and AndroidManifest.xml
can be easily distinguished in convolutional neural net-
works. ,e proposed visualization method is compared with
the traditional visualization methods in the MobileNet v2
network model. ,e experiment is shown in Figures 7 and 8
and Table 4.

According to the results, the dexToGrayscale method
needs more epochs to steady state and has the lowest ac-
curacy. ,e effect of the dexToRGBimage method is better
than the dexToGrayscale method. And the proposed method
has the highest accuracy in the similar training time.

4.3.ComparisonofModels. In this study, the CNNmodels in
the previous document are compared with the MobileNet v2
used in this project, such as VGG16, Inception v3, and
MobileNet v1.

,e training process for dataset (a) and (b) is shown in
Figures 9 and 10. ,e accuracy and the training time of the
four models under the same conditions can be seen from
Table 5.

In the training of dataset (a), the VGG16 model gets the
lowest accuracy of 92.12% and the slowest training speed rate
of 74.11 seconds at 1 epoch. ,e MobileNet v1 has fast
training spend rate and high accuracy. And the Inception v3
is the opposite of it. ,e proposed method with MobileNet
v2 has the accuracy of 95.98% and the training speed rate of
41.44 seconds at 1 epoch, which gets the highest accuracy in a
relatively short time and has a certain improvement com-
pared with the methods in historical document. Training
result of dataset (b) is like that of dataset (a), MobileNet v2
takes the accuracy rate of 89.54%, and the training speed rate
is 41.44 seconds at 1 epoch.

4.4. Model Analysis. Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix
for dataset (a) and (b). In dataset (a), the true positive rate
and false negative rate reached 99.3% and 95.2%, respec-
tively. Among them, the recall rate of malicious software is
95.1%. In dataset (b), because of the small number of
samples, many kinds and data imbalance, detection results of
adware and SMS are not very good, but the true positive rate
of banking malware, benign software, and riskware achieved
88.6%, 94.5%, and 82.8%, respectively.

Figures 12 and 13 show the P-R curves of dataset (a) and
(b). ,e P-R curve is drawn under certain some thresholds
based on precision rate and recall rate, which is an evaluation
indicator that shows the quality of the model. In dataset (a),
the AUC of malware and benign is 0.978 and 0.982, re-
spectively. In another dataset, AUC of the five categories is
0.839, 0.779, 0.957, 0.906, and 0.968.

Figures 14 and 15 show the ROC curves of dataset (a)
and (b). ,e abscissa of the ROC curve is the false positive
rate and the ordinate is true positive rate. And ROC curve is
a standard to measure the quality of a classification model.
As can be seen from the figures, the model performs better in
the margin class and SMS class because the number of other
three kinds of data is small. Overall, theMobileNet V2model
used in this study has good performance and stability.

4.5. Discussion. ,rough the above experiments, it can be
seen that the malware visualization method introduced in
this study is better than the methods in [17, 23], etc. And its
generalization ability is good. ,e performance and effi-
ciency of MobileNet V2 in this experiment are also superior
to those of the conventional convolutional neural network
model. However, the model memory consumption of
MobileNet V2 is still large. For the forthcoming period, we
will consider compressing the network structure by referring
to other lightweight network models, such as ShuffleNet
[24], or optimizing the feature quantity by combining three
feature files to generate a Markov graph [25] to further
improve the performance of the detection method.

5. Conclusions

Android malware is continuously causing safety hazards to
people’s life, so the detection of Android malware is very
necessary. ,is study proposed an Android malware de-
tection method based on depthwise separable convolutional
neural networks. ,e proposed algorithm converts class-
es.dex, resources.arsc, and AndroidManifest.xml of the
Android malware samples to the RGB image. Compared
with the grayscale image, RGB image possesses better color
and texture characteristics. ,e quality and accuracy of
MobileNet v2 model used in this experiment are higher than
other models. Moreover, the number of parameters and
calculation cost of MobileNet v2 are far lower than other
models. If the model is deployed on Android phones, it can
achieve a relatively outstanding malware detection function
of the case of occupying a small amount of memory. So, this
model is more suitable for Android malware detection. ,e
significant improvement of the proposed method has been
demonstrated by comparing it with the methods of some
historical research.

Data Availability
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and are available at https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/
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Due to the global pandemic of COVID-19, there is an urgent need to utilize existing technologies to their full potential. Internet of
things (IoT) is regarded as one of the most trending technologies with a great potential in fighting against the coronavirus
outbreak. In this study, we examine the current status of IoT applications related to COVID-19, identify their deployment and
operational challenges, and suggest possible opportunities to further contain the pandemic. Furthermore, we perform analysis by
examining the IoT implementation in which internal and external factors are discussed. We suggest by presenting results that
lightweight security algorithms, blockchain-based solutions for enabling end-to-end security and privacy, and 5G for IoTdevices
to tackle the bandwidth issues for scalable IoT networks are few of the solutions in containing the COVID-19.

1. Introduction

&e Internet of things (IoT) consists of a complex network of
smart devices that frequently exchange data over the In-
ternet [1]. It has renovated the actual world objects into
clever virtual objects.&e goal of IoT is to unite everything in
our world under a mutual arrangement, helping the users in
not only controlling the objects around them but also
keeping them up to date about the state of things [2]. IoT
devices sense the environment and send the acquired data to
the Internet cloud without the requirement of human-to-
human or human-to-machine interaction. IoT has become
an integral part of today’s modern era of communication
where tens of millions of devices are connected via IoT and
the number is growing rapidly [3].

IoT has the potential to play a vital role in various fields
of life, such as health systems [4], autonomous vehicles [5],
home and industrial automation [6], intelligent trans-
portation [7], and smart grids [8]. Sensors obtain data of
related information from the environment and use the

Internet cloud as a medium of delivering information to the
relevant body or organization [9]. &e core concept behind
IoT is the realization of multiple devices communicating
with each other seamlessly. &is has the promise of better
utilization of available resources, reduction in cost, and
minimizing manual interaction. As the 2019 coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) continues to spread across the globe, it
is inevitable to discuss and articulate the IoTpotential during
pandemics. As of August 6, 2021, the number of COVID-19-
confirmed cases has exceeded 80 million [10]. Researchers
from different fields continue to investigate and generate
diverse solutions, which could help in combating the
COVID-19 [11].

IoT comes up with the ingredients needed to help the
countries in minimizing the effect of COVID-19. IoT has a
wide range of applications, which would be effective to make
sure that all the guidelines of safety and precautions pro-
vided by health officials are followed. IoT has a scalable
network, which has the potential to deal with huge amount
of data received from sensors used by number of
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applications to fight against COVID-19. Furthermore, the
reliable IoT networks decrease the delivery time of crucial
information, which can help in providing timely response
during the global pandemic of COVID-19 [12]. &e role of
IoT was never needed to the extent to which it is required
now because of coronavirus outbreak.

&e key contributions of this study are as follows:

(i) &is study discusses the effectiveness of IoT in
combating the global pandemic of COVID-19

(ii) Several scenarios are examined in which IoT can
help in reducing the outbreak of coronavirus

(iii) We have analyzed the possible challenges that the
IoT-based solutions encounter in combating the
coronavirus

(iv) We present the solutions for the challenges by
providing the results

&e rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the important applications of IoT in the perspective
of COVID-19. &e challenges in implementing the IoT are
described in Section 3. &e SWOT analysis is performed in
Section 4. &e solutions to tackling the challenges in
deploying the IoT are presented in Section 5. &e study is
concluded in Section 6.

2. Applications of IoT to Combat COVID-19

&e seamless connections and vigorous integration with
other technologies have enabled the IoT to be one of the
promising technologies that will change our lives [13]. &e
applications of IoT in combating this global pandemic can be
spread to several sectors, which can play a major role in
reducing the risk of coronavirus outbreak [14]. Figure 1
shows potential applications in which IoT technologies can
be useful and effective in combating the COVID-19. &e
following subsections will examine the capability of the IoT
in fighting against COVID-19.

2.1. Internet of Health 9ings and Digital Telehealth.
Internet of Health &ings (IoHT) is an application of IoT,
which aims to connect patients to healthcare facilities to
monitor human body vital signs using communication in-
frastructure [15]. Telemedicine is getting popular in remote
areas where accessibility to a quality physician is limited due to
different factors. For example, heart rate, electrocardiography,
diabetes, and vital body signs can be remotely monitored
without the physical presence of patients [16]. An example of
the remote data acquisition using IoHT system is shown in
Figure 2. &e sensors and actuators receive data from patient
and send the information to the cloud using a local gateway.
&e doctor examines the data using any mobile or desktop
application provided to them and notifies the patient or
medical staff taking care of the patient about the report [17].

Telehealth can play a very important role during the
COVID-19 outbreak [18]. A portal is created where patients
interact with the doctors and the treatment is provided
remotely.&e benefit of employing a secured IoHTsystem in
COVID-19 is that the physicians do not come in direct

contact with the patients, hence avoiding the spread of virus
[19]. Many countries have started operating the digital
telehealth in this time of crisis. Health Arc [20] is used in the
USA, Canada, and United Kingdom, which provides IoT-
based healthcare devices to the patients whose data are
continuously monitored by the medical staff. &e data are
analyzed, and the suggestions and prescription are provided
to the patients on their mobiles or tablets. ContinuousCare
provides services in India [21], HealthNet Connect [22] is
used in six different states of the USA, and SehatYab [23]
providing services in Pakistan is among the leading tele-
health service providers. A person with COVID-19 symp-
toms can use assessment tool provided on the digital
platform such as “COVID-19 Gov PK mobile app” [10]
provided by the government of Pakistan, which is accessed
by the physicians remotely. Using this tool, patients are
timely guided and many precious lives can be saved. Fur-
thermore, it also serves to reduce the number of hospital-
izations, readmissions, and density of patients in hospitals,
all of which help in improving the quality of life and pro-
viding timely treatment to COVID-19 patients.

2.1.1. IoT-Enabled Ambulances. Medical staff associated with
ambulances are usually dealing with very high-pressure and
error-prone situations [24]. During the current pandemic of
COVID-19, the situations have become evenmore tensed and
pressurized for medical staff dealing COVID-19 patients. &e
IoT-aided ambulances offer an effective solution in which
remote medical experts suggest necessary actions to the
medical staff dealing with the patient in the ambulance. &is
leads to the timely response and effective handling of patient.
Figure 3 shows the smart ambulance, which is equipped with
IoT-based technology. WAS vehicles [25] provide smart
solution-based emergency vehicles. &e radio-frequency
identification (RFID)-based equipment is connected to
wireless local area network (WLAN). &e information of
patient is remotely accessible by the concerned medical staff.

2.1.2. IoT-Enabled Healthcare and Safety Devices.
IoHT-aided equipment is classified into two categories, i.e.,
personal and clinical [26]. Personal-aided IoHT gadgets are
used for self-monitoring of health [27]. &e most common
gadgets used are Apple watch [28] and Fitbit [29]. &e user
tracks the heartbeat, exercise, sleep, nutrition, and weight
using these gadgets. &ese are useful in fighting against
COVID-19 as well because rest and sleep become very
important factors for the patients suffering from this disease.
&e patient can see his reports on the portals provided by
these gadget makers and provide information to the related
physicians if required. IoT-based wearable gadgets can help
in reducing the spread of coronavirus if certain algorithms
are implemented to the existing devices. &e wearable de-
vices notify in real time if

(i) &e social distancing protocol is violated
(ii) Any COVID-19 patient is in the locality
(iii) &e area was declared as danger zone by the gov-

ernment in the perspective of coronavirus outbreak
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Figure 2: Remote examination of medical patients by the doctors in IoT.
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Figure 1: Potential IoT applications to combat COVID-19.
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Figure 4 shows the presence of user in safe zone [10]. If a
user moves in the area, which is danger zone with respect to
COVID-19 patients, the device intimates in real time and
user can maximize precautions to stay safe from corona-
virus. Apple and Google have recently partnered in devel-
oping a contact tracing technology, which helps in reducing
the spread of coronavirus [30, 31].&e app is downloaded on
the phone in which the data of user are inserted manually.
&e app neither shares the location of the user nor shares the
user’s identity. &e technology disguises the user’s identity
by generating a random sequence of numbers that change
after every few minutes. Using Bluetooth, the user’s phone
detects any other phone in proximity, which also has opted
for the app. Both phones exchange these random numbers.
&e user, if tested positive for COVID-19, updates this
information in the app. Every phone that was in contact with
the COVID-19 patient’s phone in last 14 days get notifi-
cation that they were in contact with COVID-19 patient and
should quarantine themselves. Singapore has made it
compulsory for all the arriving passengers to wear moni-
toring wristbands to contain the spread of COVID-19. &e
wristband uses Global Positioning System (GPS) and
Bluetooth to help the authorities in identifying the location
of the user. &e authorities will be able to ensure that the
arriving passengers follow the quarantine rules defined by
the government [32].

Clinical IoHT includes the monitoring of person under
the supervision of physician as shown in Figure 2. A list of
IoT-enabled clinical applications is presented in [33].&e list

includes devices to monitor the spread of cancer, continuous
glucose monitoring, connected inhalers, asthma monitor,
and many more. During this global pandemic, many
healthcare gadgets can provide opportunities of real-time
remote supervision. &ese gadgets are smart enough to
provide results, which can be seen remotely by medical staff
[34]. &ere are limitations to these clinical IoHT devices as
well, which may cause unreliable results [35]. It can have a
system to activate alarm if any unforeseen situation occurs.
In the perspective of COVID-19, IoT-based ventilators and
temperature monitors can help in providing the timely
assistance to patients. &e patient status can be monitored
remotely if ventilators are connected to the cloud. &e IoT-
based temperature monitoring device can help in keeping
the real-time record of everyone in the database. &e record
can be checked in later date if required [36].

3. Challenges of IoT in the Wake of COVID-19

Implementing IoT is never an easy task to perform. Fur-
thermore, when implementing IoT for COVID-19, there are
many challenges involved, few of which are described below.

3.1. Scalability. With the advent of digital technology, the
number of IoT devices is growing exponentially [37]. &e
reason is that they are not limited to only one application,
but there are many applications of IoT, which are in practice
these days. According to a recent survey, there is a massive

Internet

Hospital
- Real-time patient's data
- Ambulance information
- Prescription from ambulance
medical staff

Online Apps

LAN

- Real-time instructions from the
specialized physician
- Network configuration
- Real-time fastest route informatiion

Router

Figure 3: IoT-based smart ambulance system.
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increase in the use of home automation appliances from
2018 to 2022 [38]. &e trend is represented in Table 1.

Scalability is a big challenge in implementing IoT to fight
against the global pandemic of COVID-19. A large number
of devices are required in IoHTalone to accurately sense the
vital signs of the patients and forward those to the Internet
cloud. As for now, the active cases are approximately 3.7
million worldwide. Each IoT gadget needs to have multiple
sensors. Implementing IoTfor this highly scaled scenario is a
big challenge. &e devices required are large in number, and
large amount of data will float around these small IoTnodes.

Forecasts show that the IoT connections will double
from 2019 to 2024 by reaching 24 billion [39]. Currently,
there are no cases reported in which the scalability was an
issue to interrupt seamless transmission of IoT devices, but
the reports show that the Internet usage has been increased
to 60% during the pandemic [40]. &e IoT devices in health
care have not yet been groomed to its full potential, but the
demand will increase with time [41]. Due to scalability, the
energy requirements and the need of accurate real-time
performance in noisy environment have also increased [42].
With the sheer volume of data generated by a large number
of distributed sensors, another challenge is to capture, in-
tegrate, store, and process the data [43]. Most of the
healthcare IoT systems use rechargeable batteries, which
have a very short life span. One potential approach to
prolong the lifetime of the battery is to harvest energy [44].

3.2. Security and Privacy Issues. Due to the scalability and
energy limitations of IoTdevices, the security solutions should
be energy-efficient and algorithms defined to secure the IoT

network should have less computational complexities to offer
end-to-end data protection, consumer privacy, and secure
authentication [45, 46]. &us, lightweight security algorithms
need to be designed in order to implement security in IoT.
With the outbreak of coronavirus, the security requirements
of IoT-enabled networks have increased. &e security should
be enabled for both three-layered and service-oriented ar-
chitectures of IoT [47]. &e security concerns in
implementing IoT with respect to COVID-19 are as follows:

(i) &e data that are sent from the sensors attached to
the body of COVID-19 patient should be accurate

(ii) &e data should successfully reach the destination
(iii) &e data should not be forged
(iv) &e data should not be intercepted from the

communication path
(v) &e data stored in the memory of the IoT device

should not be accessible to everyone

&e security primitives should be taken considering
IoT devices, which have low computational capabilities.
Besides being lightweight, the required security algo-
rithms should be accurate and must be able to keep user’s
trust intact [9]. Security primitives include specific attack
detection, channel state masking, intrusion detection,
localization, and data provenance. A single change to the
data can cause major problems. For example, if any
misleading change in medical health reports of COVID-19
patient generated by IoT devices is sent to doctors, then it
can cause major problems during the global pandemic of
COVID-19. Ensuring the trust of both IoT healthcare
device user and medical staff receiving the reports from
the remote devices is a big challenge.

With the advancement in AI and ML, many new doors
have opened up for the researchers to contribute to reducing
the spread of COVID-19. &e use of these technologies is
specifically promising in contact tracing. Besides all the
advantages, the advent of these technologies has raised
ethical challenges. &e surveillance of social contact has
caused the fear of disrupting the commitment of privacy and
autonomy of social groups [48]. One of the biggest chal-
lenges is to provide solutions to the community without
compromising the privacy and user’s trust.

3.3. Limited SpectrumandBandwidth. As the number of IoT
devices is increasing, more bandwidth is required to send all
the information from sensors to the cloud. At present, most

Figure 4: Real-time area monitoring for COVID-19 patients.

Table 1: Expected growth in domestic IoT applications from 2018
to 2022 (in million units).

System 2018 2022 Growth (%)
Video entertainment 310.5m 457.5m 10
Home monitoring and security 97.7m 244.9m 26
Smart speakers 99.8m 230.5m 23
Lighting 37.7m 104.6m 29
&ermostats 13.6m 37.5m 29
Others 84.5m 189.3m 22
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of the IoT devices use the licensed spectrum offered by the
mobile operators. With the growth of these devices, the
bandwidth requirements have also increased. &e data face
latency in Internet protocol (IP) networks, which sometimes
cause erroneous data transfer because the data packet is re-
transmitted if it fails to reach the destination initially. So,
latency might occur due to the number of retries establishing
a connection and transmitting the message, due to the
nature of the protocol to reliably transmit data. Currently,
many IoT devices use 4G/LTE networks to perform their
tasks. &is limited spectrum of 3G/LTE/4G will soon be not
enough for large number of IoT devices [49].

During the pandemic of COVID-19, timely transfer of
data from IoT devices to the concerning body is of utmost
importance. Errors or delay in data may cause loss of
precious human lives. If the bandwidth is high, the problems
of latency and low data rates can be overcome.

4. Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and
Threat Analysis

Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, and &reat (SWOT)
analysis for IoT is shown in Table 2. &e internal factors are
comprised of strengths and weaknesses, which are limited to
the organizations or researchers who want to implement
IoHT. &e internal factors can be changed with time. Op-
portunities and threats are considered as external factors,
which depend on the market and cannot be changed [50].

4.1. Strengths. Considering COVID-19 as test case, the ac-
curacy of data in IoT is one of the strengths in implementing
it.&e sensors take real-time data from the environment and
send it to the cloud [51]. &is results in helping the patients
to get on-time treatment, which can save many lives. If
anyone has symptoms of COVID-19 and needs to consult
physician, then IoT helps in providing platform of telehealth
in which a person can take the advice of physician without
visiting the hospital or clinic. &is refers to the timely di-
agnosis of COVID-19. IoT can help in spreading the
awareness related to the information and safety measures to
take preemptive measures against coronavirus. Due to the
importance of IoT to combat against the current global crisis
of coronavirus, there is a high demand of IoT-based systems
[52]. Integrating AI with IoT can help in better forecasting
future needs to fight against COVID-19.

4.2. Weaknesses. &e shortcomings and weaknesses cannot
be ignored while considering the implementation of IoT to
combat against this virus. Due to the requirements of large
number of IoT devices and scalability, the data processing
units should have high processing power. &e data centers
should be more to keep record of patients and related in-
formation.&e whole IoTnetwork should be highly secured,
and the security algorithms should be designed in such a way
that complexity is kept as low as possible [53]. As many
devices will be sending data frequently to the cloud, the
requirements of high bandwidth cannot be ignored. &e
mechanism should be designed where limited spectrum

should be efficiently used. &is can be done by frequency
planning and reuse mechanism.

4.3. Opportunities. &e opportunities are huge by imple-
menting IoT to combat this global crisis of COVID-19. With
the increase in IoTapplications, the IoT industry can help in
providing the jobs in local markets and effectively take its
part in boosting the economy of any country. &e use of
millimeter wave (mmWave)-based 5G has not yet come into
play for IoT networks, which provides large bandwidth and
high data rate. &e implementation of IoTcan bend the tech
giants toward the use of this large bandwidth mmWave,
which operates between 3GHz and 300GHz [54]. &is will
open new doors in many areas of wireless communication
networks. Currently, software-defined radios, cognitive ra-
dio networks, and cooperative communication can be ap-
plied in existing IoTnetworks to efficiently use the spectrum
by sensing the empty spaces in licensed bands and using
them for its operations.

4.4. 9reats. &e threats as external factors are few com-
paratively. Currently, IoT devices are compatible with the
manufacturer of the same vendor [55].&ere is a dire need of
compatibility to develop competition among the vendors by
integrating the platforms. &is will help in the integration of
different applications and services, which will increase the
quality of IoT operations, and the applications will evolve
with time. Besides, the range of unlicensed bands is very less.
Most of the communication in IoT either uses cellular
network or 2.4GHz of Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) frequency band, which may cause interference if
proper planning is not performed [56].

5. Solution to the Challenges in
Combating COVID-19

&e challenges involved in implementing the scalable IoT
networks are undeniable, but solutions to these challenges
are present in the literature, which can help in successfully
deploying the IoT networks [9, 57]. Some of the prominent
solutions are presented in the following subsections.

5.1. Lightweight Security Algorithms for Scalable IoT. Due to
scalability, most of the IoTdevices to measure vital signs are
small in size and easily accessible. Measures must be taken to
ensure that the data are protected and are efficiently received
at the destination. In most cases, most of these healthcare
IoTdevices are not physically protected, so data security and
provenance serve as the backbone for implementing IoT
networks. Data can be easily forged if the proper security
primitives are not used.

Various metrics such as angle of arrival, time of arrival,
phasor information, and received signal strength indicators
(RSSIs) can be used to develop lightweight security algo-
rithms for IoT devices. Wireless channel characteristics of
IoT healthcare devices are used to design the algorithms,
which (i) protect the IoHT devices and (ii) due to their low
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computational complexities work efficiently in scalable
environments. Figure 5(a) shows the RSSI variations of
connected IoT devices, while Figure 5(b) provides a better
insight by applying the Savitzky–Golay filter to the results
achieved in Figure 5(a). In case of no adversary in the IoT
network, there is a linear relationship between the RSSI
variations. &e RSSI values are converted into binary
streams by quantification.&e binary stream is referred to as
the link fingerprints. &ese link fingerprints are encoded
with symmetric key, and the resultant is sent to the server
where it computes the Pearson correlation coefficient using
the link fingerprints of connected IoT devices.

&e computation of the Pearson correlation coefficient
(PCC) is a very simple technique yet very accurate to detect
any adversary in the IoTnetwork [9]. &e PCC is computed
for both attack and non-attack scenarios, which are achieved
as 0.9762 and 0.0632, respectively. Figure 5(c) presents the
scenario when the IoHT is under attack and the commu-
nication path is changed.&e communication between IoHT
devices 1 and 2 is via an adversary. &e RSSI variations are
not linear, and hence, low PCC is computed. Applying the
designed algorithms, the energy consumption of these IoT
healthcare devices is as low as 26.99mJ for 128 bit key size.
&is helps in prolonging the battery life of small IoT devices
because the energy dissipation is very less. Some of the
notable lightweight security algorithms present in the lit-
erature are summarized in Table 3.

5.1.1. Blockchain for Connected Healthcare Units and Privacy
Preservation. Blockchain is the rapidly growing technology,
which became famous because of a virtual currency called
Bitcoin. &e use of blockchain is expanded to many fields
[61]. Blockchain enables privacy and security for data
sharing [62, 63]. A blockchain-based IoTsystem presented in
[64] stores the private key at IoTdevice, while the public keys
are stored at Ethereum. Blockchain can be implemented for
connected healthcare units as shown in Figure 6 in which all
healthcare units are connected to each other. Each health-
care unit acts as a block, and accurate data transfer is made
possible by implementing blockchain-based IoT network.

For example, the medical record of a patient received from
one healthcare unit to another can be verified by generating a
HASH and comparing it with all the HASH values present in
the ledger.

Blockchain technology can also be used to secure end-to-
end data. &e security and privacy preservation are made
sure if IoT is integrated with blockchain. Important data of
medical records and the record of all available healthcare kits
and other resources are verified by any official by checking
whether the record is in its authentic form or is it forged.&e
SHA2 algorithm is applied on the data along with the private
key (K) associated with medical healthcare unit, nonce (N),
and previous hash (HASHp). Mathematically,

HASH � SHA1 Data, Ki, Ni,HASHp . (1)

A difficulty level (d) is selected based on which the
miners mine the data and add it to the blockchain. In 1, N is
iterated until the HASH is achieved according to the d.
Figure 7 shows that as the payload size increases, the mining
time also increases. For a 10 kB data, if the d � 3, the
achieved mining time of a single miner is less than 0.2
seconds. &e trade-off is between the data size and d, i.e., if
the data size is high, d should be low. All HASH values are
sent to the cloud where a distributed ledger is created. &e
data can be checked in later date for its authentication. Even
a single-digit change in the report generates a different hash.
Due to this, any forgery can be detected.

&is can be applied to the supply chain in which each
supply point becomes a block and adds its hash to a
decentralized ledger. &e data (which could be the count of
equipment) can be verified at any stage or precisely at the
destination by looking at the HASH values in the ledger. If all
HASH values match, then the supply has reached success-
fully. Figure 8 shows the same procedure in which the ledger
is updated with the HASH values generated by each block.
At each block, the HASH is verifiable, while in the last block,
the data are slightly changed and a different HASH is
generated. While at the ledger, the HASH values generated
and presented at the ledger are not matched with the HASH
of block number 3.

Table 2: SWOT analysis of IoT in the perspective of global pandemic.

Internal factors
Strengths Weaknesses
Accuracy of data High processing server/fusion centers are required
On-time treatment Scalability of IoT devices
Timely diagnosis Huge data centers and data aggregation
Information of safety measure Security and privacy preservation
High demand of IoT-based systems High bandwidth requirements
Accurate forecasting Limited spectral resources

External factors
Opportunities �reats
Creation of awareness about the requirement of IoT Compatibility of devices
Creation of jobs Use of unlicensed bands
Toward 5G for higher bandwidths
Software-defined radios
Cooperative communication
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5.2. Toward 5G for Higher Bandwidth. With the advent of
IoT, the demand of bandwidth has increased. For the or-
ganizations working on deploying IoT devices, the

bandwidth shortage has motivated them in the exploration
of the underutilizedmmWave frequency spectrum for future
IoTnetworks. mmWave ranges from 3GHz to 300GHz [54].
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Figure 5: Comparison of RSSI values achieved from connected IoT devices in both attack and non-attack cases. (a) RSSI variations of
connected IoT devices. (b) Applying the Savitzky–Golay filter to RSSI variations in (a). (c) Adversary in between IoT nodes.

Table 3: Lightweight security algorithms in the literature to combat various attacks in IoT network.

Security requirements Gope and Sikdar [58] Dong et al. [59] Ali et al. [60] Kamal and Tariq [9]
MITM attack ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
Jamming ✔ × ✔ ✔
Data tempering × × ✔ ✔
Replay attack ✔ × × ×

Location proximity × × × ✔
Data provenance × × ✔ ✔
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Figure 6: Blockchain-based connected healthcare units.
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Spectrum at 28GHz, 38GHz, and 70–80GHz looks espe-
cially promising for next-generation cellular systems. Be-
cause of large bandwidths, multi-gigabits per second can be
achieved. 5G using mmWave spectrum provides promising
benefits in other application scenarios such as wearable
networks, vehicular communications, or autonomous robots
[65].

As the frequency spectrum range is broad, more
bandwidth is available at these frequencies. &e capacity (C)
is increased, which solves the problem of scalability in IoT
networks because mathematically,

C � BW × log2(1 + SNR), (2)

where BW represents the bandwidth and SNR is the
signal-to-noise ratio. Due to higher attenuation in free
space, the same frequency is reused at shorter distances.
&e security and privacy are better because of the limited
range and narrow beamwidths [66]. As the frequency is
high, then the wavelength is small, and hence, small
antenna size helps in integrating the large array of an-
tennas on a chip or printed circuit boards (PCBs). &e
comparison [67] of 3G and 4G (existing solutions for IoT

to send sensor data to cloud) with the 5G is presented in
Table 4. It is evident that moving to 5G will help in the
better performance of IoT devices [68], specifically in
IoHT, where the low latency and high data rate are key
factors for efficient and effective performance.

5.2.1. Cognitive Radio-Enabled IoT. Cognitive radio merged
with IoT is called cognitive radio IoT (CRIoT) [57]. Spec-
trum allocation is always been done traditionally in a li-
censed fashion. It has been observed that most of the
licensed spectrum is not completely utilized. Cognitive ra-
dios are proposed as a viable solution to the frequency reuse
problem [69]. While using cognitive radio parameters, IoT
devices are capable of sensing the environment and
adjusting the configuration parameters automatically [70].
&e IoT devices sense the availability of free spectrum re-
ferred as holes in the spectrum and communicate in the
sensed holes without interfering with the licensed user called
primary user (PU) [71]. &is helps in uninterrupted data
communication and efficient utilization of licensed
spectrum.
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Figure 7: Blockchain-based connected healthcare units.
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&is can be achieved by deploying relays in the CRIoT.
&e relays sense the spectrum and provide the unused bands
to the secondary users (SUs). &e real challenge arises in the
deployment of these relays, i.e., where to place these relays.
&e simulations are performed for various test cases in
which energy of the spectrum is sensed against a defined
(Td). &e results are presented in Figure 9 in which it is
observed that as the relays are placed closer to the SU and
away from PU (Figure 9(b)), the probability of detection
(Pd) of sensing the PU in the CRIoT decreases.

6. Conclusion

During the outbreak of the global challenge of COVID-19
pandemic, the reliance on technologies such as IoT, AI,
blockchain, big data analytics, and cloud computing has
increased. IoT plays a major role in reducing the risks of
coronavirus spread by providing platforms, which help in
following the protocols defined by WHO. IoT-based
healthcare units provide timely response by medical staff to
deal with COVID-19 patients. Blockchain-based IoT net-
works help in better management of the supply chain and
detect any forgery in data. &e challenges in implementing
IoTnetworks cannot be ignored. To deal with the scalability,
5G using mmWave-based communication system provides
support to enable end-to-end communication. &e need for

lightweight security is also obvious because the IoT devices
are small in size and large in number. &e solution suggests
to implement algorithms, which have less computational
cost.
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Table 4: Comparison of 3G, 4G, and 5G technologies.

Parameter 3G 4G 5G
Frequency range 1.8 − 2.5GHz 2 − 8GHz 3 − 300GHz

Latency 100 − 500ms 20 − 30ms <10ms
Data rate 2Mbps 2Mbps − 1Gbps >1Gbps
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Figure 9: Pd for the various cases based on the position of relay in CRIoT. (a) Relay is equidistant from PU and SU. (b) Relay is placed close
to SU and far from PU.
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With the advancement of the multimedia technology, the extensive accessibility of image editing applications makes it easier to
tamper the contents of digital images. Furthermore, the distribution of digital images over the open channel using information
and communication technology (ICT) makes it more vulnerable to forgery. +e vulnerabilities in telecommunication infra-
structure open the doors for intruders to introduce deceiving changes in image data, which is hard to detect.+e forged images can
create severe social and legal troubles if altered with malicious purpose. Image forgery detection necessitates the development of
sophisticated techniques that can efficiently detect the alterations in the digital image. Splicing forgery is commonly used to
conceal the reality in images. Splicing introduces high contrast in the corners, smooth regions, and edges. We proposed a novel
image forgery detection technique based on image splicing using Discrete Wavelet Transform and histograms of discriminative
robust local binary patterns. First, a given color image is transformed in YCbCr color space and then Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) is applied on Cb and Cr components of the digital image. Texture variation in each subband of DWTis described using the
dominant rotated local binary patterns (DRLBP). +e DRLBP from each subband are concatenated to produce the final feature
vector. Finally, a support vector machine is used to develop image forgery detectionmodel.+e performance and generalization of
the proposed technique were evaluated on publicly available benchmark datasets.+e proposed technique outperformed the state-
of-the-art forgery detection techniques with 98.95% detection accuracy.

1. Introduction

Digital imaging is applicable in many fields such as World
Wide Web (WWW), print media, insurance industry, and
surveillance security [1]. All these applications leverage in-
formation and communication technology (ICT) to dis-
seminate the digital contents including digital images [2].
+e vulnerabilities in telecommunication infrastructure open
the doors for intruders to access or change the transmitted
data. +e change in image data is hard to detect because
contents of an image can be easily manipulated with the help
of sophisticated image editing tools. +e society is facing
problems like false propaganda, fraud, counterfeiting, black

mailing, etc., due to image tampering. Image authentication
is required to use images as source of information or evi-
dence in real life. In most of the cases, especially with
malicious designs, image forgery is performed using copy-
move and splicing procedures. During forgery process,
images can be altered with the help of the same image
contents or by combining contents of different images. If the
tampering procedure involves the copy and paste operation
of image content/s within the image, then this forgery is
called copy-move; otherwise, it is referred to as splicing.
Different types of postprocessing operations such as scaling,
blurring, noise adding, compression, and rotation are applied
on the forged regions to hide the cues of forgery [3].
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Forensic analysis of images was initiated in 2000. Many
techniques [4–8] were developed to detect splicing forgery
and can be categorized as active and passive (or blind) on the
basis of splicing detection mechanism. Active techniques
work on the phenomena that given image contains the
information such as watermark or signature at the time of
acquisition to ensure its authenticity. Active techniques
extract this watermark or signature with the original to
ensure its authenticity. +e use of these techniques is very
limited due the nonavailability of information about the
watermark or signature in most of the cases. Due to this
limitation passive techniques for splicing forgery detection
are being developed, which do not depend on prior infor-
mation. In image splicing the contents of host images are
modified by copying and pasting the contents from other
images. Splicing is a fundamental and famous image forgery
technique. To gain the public trust in digital image au-
thentication, image splicing detection has become an im-
portant research area for digital image forgery detection.+e
image splicing operation disturbs the contents consistency,
smoothness, and regularity. +ese factors play a very im-
portant role in detecting the forgery regions in the host
image. +e state-of-the-art image splicing techniques con-
sider the variations in global statistical characteristics in-
troduced by sudden inconsistency in spliced images [6–9].
Example of splicing image forgery is shown in Figure 1.

To detect the discontinuities that occurred in image due
to splicing, first a given image is partitioned into subbands
using DWT. +e strong decorrelation ability of DWT rep-
resents the coefficients of four wavelet subbands at the same
level. Our proposed technique measures the discontinuities
that occurred in images due to splicing using the DWT
subbands coefficients. +e proposed scheme uses a robust
technique for coding, which encodes the DWT subbands
coefficients. Based on the proposed scheme which measures
discontinuities and their coding, we introduce a new
technique to detect splicing forgery by decomposing chroma
components of a test image using DWT into subbands for
measuring local discontinuities. For coding, we applied the
DRLBP to determine the local discontinuities. We call the
descriptor based on these methods as the DWT-DRLBP,
which represents an image and is used for detecting splicing
forgery as shown in Figure 2. Finally, the SVM is used to
detect the image forgery in digital images.

2. Related Work

Most of the splicing forgery detection techniques are blind/
passive [7]. Alahmadi et al. [9] andMin and Dong [10] used
DCT coefficients and minimum and maximum filters to
extract features from image blocks to detect splicing
forgery. Multiresolution approaches, like DWT, are used in
many algorithms [5, 11]. SIFT features are used as an al-
ternative to block matching for detecting splicing forgery
[12]. Most of the splicing forgery detection methods are
evaluated on Columbia Color DVMM [13] and CASIA v1.0
and CASIA v2.0 [14] datasets. Ng et al. [15] proposed image
splicing detection approach based on 3D moments of
image spectrum, while features based on camera response

function were passed to SVM in [16] to detect splicing
forgery. Shi et al. [17] used 1D and 2D moments, Markov
chain probabilities, and DCTcoefficients for image splicing
detection. +e algorithm was evaluated on CASIA v2.0
dataset and reported accuracy is 84.86%. Xunyu et al. [5]
enhanced the accuracy to 89.76% of Wang et al. method by
concatenating Markov chain moments and DCTand DWT
coefficients together with SVM. Markov probabilities were
extracted from Cb channel in [18], for image splicing
detection. +e algorithm achieved 89.23% and 95.5% ac-
curacy, respectively, when evaluated on Columbia Color
DVMM and a subset of CASIA v2.0 datasets. Zaho et al. in
[19] designed a chrominance channel to detect splicing
forgery and improved the performance of the Wang et al.
scheme proposed in [18].

With the recent development in ubiquitous computing
and digital media, especially digital images, the image
forgery detection has become most essential task for secure
and authentic multimedia contents transmission. Alahmadi
et al. [20] used DCT and LBP features for image splicing
detection. Pham et al. [21] extracted Markov features to
identify irregularities in images due to splicing. SVM was
used for classification. Jalab et al. [22] extracted fractional
entropy from DWT [23] coefficients and SVM was used for
classification. Xunyu in [5] developed an efficient technique
to detect the duplicate regions from forged image. +e
proposed technique detects the key points using geometric
transforms to find the identical transformed regions. Sim-
ilarly, Mahmoud andHongli in [6] developed a two-level key
point detection technique to highlight the image tampering
effects in smooth regions. At first level the combination of
scale invariant feature operator and Harris corner detector
was applied to detect the key point features from smooth
regions. Finally, the gradient histogram of multisupport
region order descriptor was computed to efficiently detect
the tampers regions in a forged image.

Min and Dong in [10] developed a novel forgery de-
tection technique based on minimum and maximum filter.
+e combination of minimum filter and maximum filter
highlights the pixel wise minimum and maximum variations
between authentic and forged images. +e investigation of
interpolation and noninterpolation improved the perfor-
mance of forgery detection technique in composite regions.
Recently, Jinwei et al. in [11] proposed a novel deep learning
technique for image splicing detection. +e proposed con-
volutional neural network learns the weighted combination
of three types of featured extraction techniques. Convolu-
tional neural network model learns the optimal combination
of parameters for feature extraction techniques. Figure 3
demonstrates that sample image is transformed to YCbCr
color space, where Cb and Cr are the chroma components
and Y is the luminance component. Actually, the contents of
image are described by luminance channel, which is capable
of hiding the content tampering traces.

In [24], authors proposed a solution to localize image
splicing using Multitask Fully Convolutional Network
(MFCN).+e proposed scheme achieves better performance
than the single task FCN scheme. In the proposed scheme,
authors used FCN VGG-16 with skip connection as the base
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network, in order to improve the learning way of CNN
through recall and consolidation mechanism of human
brain. Bi et al. in [25] proposed a CNN-based method called
Ringed Residual U-Net (RRU-Net). +e proposed scheme is
end-to-end image segmentation network for image splicing
detection. In this scheme, residual propagation is used to
recall the input feature information to solve the degradation
problem in the deeper network. +e RRU-Net was tested on
CASIA and Columbia datasets which were also used by
Wang et al. in [26] to detect and locate image forgeries. In
order to detect copy-move forgery, a two-branch DNN

based architecture called BusterNet is proposed in [27]. In
the proposed scheme, one layer is used for the detection of
cloned regions which takes input image and uses CNN to
extract features, self-correlation module to compute feature
similarity, percentile pooling to collect useful statistics, mask
decoder for upsampling of feature map, and binary classifier
to generate binary copy-move mask, while the other layer is
used for detection of tampered regions which takes input
image, extracts features using CNN, upsamples feature map
using mask decoder, and generates mask using binary
classifier.

RGBImage YCbCr ExtractCbCr

Block DivisionApply 2D DWTApply DRLBP on Each Block

Concatenate DRLBP Histograms
of CbCr fv Training

Testing

Train SVM with fv

Trained SVM

Decision

Authentic/Forged

Figure 2: Proposed splicing image forgery detection approach.

RGB Luminance (Y) Chromiance (Cb) Chromiance (Cr)

Figure 3: YCbCr components of an RGB image.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Original image and (b) spliced image.
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3. Proposed Image Forgery Detection Scheme
Using the DWT-DRLBP Descriptor

In this section, we will discuss our proposed image forgery
detection scheme using the DWTand the DRLBP descriptors.
Splicing distorts the texture patterns that define the sharp
changes such as corners, lines, and edges. Such inconsistencies
in image texture can be easily detected with chroma com-
ponents, because the chroma components describe the weak
signals (corners, lines, and edges) [7, 18, 19]. Splicing high-
lights the discontinuities in the form of edges in images which
change the local structure of spliced images and are well
exposed using DWT coefficients, because the changes that
occurred due to splicing are present in high frequency wavelet
bands. To analyze these changes we propose an efficient,
simple, and robust descriptor, called DWT-DRLBP de-
scriptor, which first decomposes chroma components of a
given image into subbands using Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and then encodes these subbands using DRLBP [28]
texture descriptor, which is a robust texture descriptor. +e
DWT-DRLBP descriptor of an image is passed to SVM for
taking the decision whether it is authentic or spliced. We
applied SVM two-class classifier to classify a sample image as
forged or authentic [29]. Support vector machine is linear
classifier, but the samples of image forgery dataset used in this
research are not linearly separable. To overcome this issue a
kernel trick is applied.+e experiments were performed using
LIBSVM kernel as presented in [30].

3.1. DWT-DRLBP Descriptor. Discrete wavelet transfor-
mation decomposed the sample image into four frequency
bands (LL, LH, HL, and HH]. +ese frequency bands are
called chroma components, which highlights the local in-
consistencies in the forged. +e proposed image splicing
technique is the combination of DWT based chroma
components and DRLBP features. For this purpose, first
one-level DWT was applied in the image and then DRLBP
descriptor was applied to highlight the splicing effects.

3.2. Wavelet Decomposition of Chroma Components. +e
DWTprovides unique and discriminatory representation to
quantify image texture efficiently with high resolution and
few numbers of wavelet coefficients. +e wavelet coefficients
effectively highlight the structural variations in image
splicing. +e low frequency coefficients provide high con-
trast that occurs due to image splicing. +e low frequency
features are directly used to represent the sample image. Due
to describing energy compaction in few wavelet coefficients,
the procedure of image representation becomes very simple.

+e low frequency components image approximations
are done by highlighting the inconsistencies introduced in
the forged image. +e low frequency is the most suitable for
localization of variations in image contents as illustrated in
Figure 4. +e introduction of wavelet transformation in
image splicing detection allows analyzing the image at
frequency domain with the help of low-pass filter and high-
pass filter. +e splicing forgery produces high contrast in
terms of corners, edges, and lines, which are better described

with high frequency. +e wavelet transformation describes
these transitions with the help of local sharpness and
smoothness in high frequency coefficients. Based on these
assumptions, each chroma channel of a given image is
partitioned into four frequency bands (LL, LH, HL, and HH)
using 1-level wavelet transform to characterize the changes
that occurred due to splicing (see Figure 5).

3.3. DRLBP Histograms. After extracting the chroma
channels from sample image, the next step is to extract the
discriminate patterns and estimate their distribution. For
this purpose, we adopt DRLBP descriptor, which extracts the
histogram of local binary patterns such as edges, corners,
spots, and lines in the form of LBP codes. +en we ap-
proximate the distribution of these patterns while consid-
ering the local gradient magnitude at subsequent locations.
DRLBP descriptor highlights the changes in local regions
while considering the amount of change. +e overview of
DRLBP descriptor is given in equations (1) to (4), whereas
the detailed description of DRLBP is presented in [19]. +e
binary patterns of each pixel from a 3× 3 window with 8
neighbors are computed from sample image; then the
weighted histogram of binary patterns is computed from
each region as defined in equation (3).

WLBP(i) � 
M− 1

x�0


N− 1

y�0
Gx,yδ LBPx,y, i ,

δ(j, i) �
1, j � i,

0, 0 otherwise.


(1)

Here n� 28 the number of bins to represent the sample
image in the form of histograms of 256 distinct patterns.
Gx, y is the gradient magnitude of central pixel (x, y) which
demonstrates the contribution of the corresponding binary
pattern with respect to the intensity of pixel wise local
change. M×N represents resolution of each specific fre-
quency band. To eliminate the reverse effect both in back-
ground and in foreground, we computed the weighted
histogram WRLBP as follows:

WRLBP(i) � WLBP(i) + 28 − 1 − i, 0≤ i≤ 27 . (2)

After calculating the RLBP, the histogram of weighted
discriminative LBP was computed to enhance the dis-
criminative effect of binary patterns as follows:

WDLBP(i) � WLBP − (i)WLBP 28 − 1 − i 


, 0≤ i≤ 27.

(3)

Finally, DRLBP descriptor is computed by concatenating
the histogram of weighted RLBP and weighted DLBP of each
local region as follows:

DRLBP � WRLBP, WDLBP . (4)

3.4. Computation of the DWT-DRLBP Descriptor. After
computing the local DRLBP patterns of each channel
Ch ∈ Cb , Cr{ } from all subbands sb ∈ LL, LH,HL,HH{ },
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the histogram of all subbands is concatenated to form the
DRLBP descriptor (fv). +e whole process of the compu-
tation of fv is given in Algorithm 1. +e descriptor fv

computes the overall structural changes without considering
the spatial locations of image contents.+e integration of the
discriminative information and localized spatial changes
into fv further enhances its discriminative potential. For
this purpose, each channel of sample image is partitioned
into K blocks (subblocks), B1, B2, . . . , BK, each subblock
with l × m dimension such that K(l × m) � M × N. +e
descriptor fvBi of each subblock Bi is computed.

At the end, the fvBi of all subblocks is concatenated to
represent the fvCh of a channel with respect to each subband
Sb ∈ LL, LH,HL,HH{ } as represented in equation (6). Fi-
nally, the DWT-DRLBP descriptor is obtained to represent
the sample image as described in

fv
ch

� fv
LL

,fv
LH

,fv
HL

,fv
HH

 , (5)

fv � fv
Cb

,fv
Cr

 . (6)

4. Performance Measures and
Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the performance of proposed image forgery
detection technique three image databases were used. +e
performance evaluation techniques and datasets are de-
scribed in this section.

4.1. Dataset Description. +e performance of image forgery
technique was evaluated using three datasets Columbia
Color DVMM (DVMM) [11] and CASIA v1.0 and CASIA
v2.0 benchmark datasets available publicly. Initially, we
performed experiments on DVMM to evaluate the proposed
method. CASIA v1.0 and CASIA v2.0 datasets were then
used for further experiments and evaluation. DVMMdataset
contains 183 authentic and 180 tampered images in TIFF
format.+e CASIA v1.0 dataset comprises 800 authentic and
921 spliced images. All tampered images are postprocessed
using different geometric transformations. +e CASIA v2.0
dataset contains 7,491 authentic and 5,123 forged images.
We also evaluated the performance of proposed technique

Feature Vector (fv)

DRLBP

LL

LH

HL

HH

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. .
 .

. .
 .

. .
 .

. .
 .

Figure 5: Encoding of spatially localized changes that occurred due to splicing using the DWT-DRLBP descriptor.

Spliced Image

Level-1 Wavelet Transform

LL

HL

LH

HH

Figure 4: Decomposition of a given image into LL, LH, HL, and HH subbands using single level 2D DWT.
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on the combined dataset (the collection of abovementioned
three datasets) to represent the generalization of proposed
image forgery detection technique.

4.2. Evaluation Policy. +e parameters of SVM were tuned
with respect the training dataset. We achieved the best per-
formance with RBF kernel. +e RBF filter depends on further
two parameters which are regularized coefficient and gamma.
+e performance of RBF filter entirely depends on the optimal
combination of these two parameters. +e regularized coef-
ficient performs an important role in balancing the com-
plexity of the model by achieving highest forgery detection
accuracy, whereas the gamma parameter in RBF kernel is used
to define the nonlinear mapping between two points; in case
of lower gamma value the far away points are considered as
closest points. For image splicing detection we tuned the RBF
kernel with 25 and 2− 5 for regularized coefficient and gamma,
respectively, using grid-search method [31, 32]. We employed
10-fold cross validation in which the forged and authentic
images are randomly divided into 10 folds of equal size. Ten
performance measure values corresponding to the 10-folds
are calculated and their average along with standard deviation
(std) is reported as the performance of the system. +e same
procedure is repeated for each dataset.

4.3. Performance Measures. For evaluation, the forged im-
ages are considered as positive class while the authentic
images are considered as negative class. We adopted the
following performance evaluation techniques: accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, and false positive rate. Accuracy is the
percentage of samples accurately predicted as forged or
authentic to the total number test images, computed as
follows:

ACC �
(TP + TN)

TP + TN + FN + FP
× 100% . (7)

Here the symbol TP characterizes the number of samples
that are forged, and the classifier also predicted them as
forged.+e symbol TN represents the number of images that
are authentic, and the classifier also predicted them as au-
thentic. Moreover, the symbol FP represents the number of
images that were authentic and classifier predicted them as
forged, and FN represents the number of images that were
forged and the classifier predicted them as authentic.

True Positive Rate. +e true positive rate is also called
sensitivity, which represents the percentage of predicting a
forged image as forged, calculated as

TPR � SN

�
TP

TP + FN
× 100.

(8)

True Negative Rate. +e true negative rate is also called
specificity, which represents the percentage of predicting a
genuine image as genuine, computed as

TNR � SP

�
TN

TN + FP
× 100.

(9)

False Positive Rate. +e false positive rate represents the
percentage of predicting the sample images as forged which
are actually misclassified as authentic.

FPR � (1 − TNR) × 100%. (10)

Parameter Tuning. +e proposed system involves many
parameters. Figure 5 illustrates the participating parameters.
Tuning the parameters in a thorough manner to find the
optimal set is not an easy task, which is considered as an
optimization problem. From a practical point of view pa-
rameter setting is important. We determined empirically
various parameter settings in this paper. After parameters
tuning, the best parameters values used by proposed method
are shown in Table 1.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

+e performance of proposed method on different bench-
mark datasets is given in Table 2. +e ROC curves are shown
in Figure 6. To evaluate the performance of image splicing
techniques developed in this research, we applied the pro-
posed technique on DVMM dataset. +e DVMM dataset
contains 180 normal images and 183 forged color images.
+e forged images are produced by tampering the authentic
images by applying the crop-paste method of the vertical and
horizontal strips.

5.1. Robustness on Geometric Transformations. Geometric
transformations such as scaling (resizing), rotation, and
deforming are applied normally in combination or indi-
vidually on spliced regions to hide the cues of forgery. +ese
transformations are applied on spliced region(s) in CASIA
v1.0 and CASIA v2.0 datasets. Figure 7 shows the accuracy of
the method against these transformations. When geometric
transformations are applied on spliced region(s), the
changes along the boundary turn into sharp edges (splicing
artifacts), which are needed to be modeled properly. In
general, the method performs well with respect to different
geometric transformation, because splicing artifacts are
modeled properly by DWT-DRLBP descriptor.

5.2. Robustness on SplicedRegion(s) Size. Splicing regions are
detected by exploring variations of intrinsic features, which
are usually consistent in unaltered images. +e method is
explored on small, medium, and large spliced region(s).
Figure 8 shows the results with these sizes. It is fact that local
inconsistencies of spliced region(s) are useful in exposing
forgery, which is exposed effectively using DTW-DRLBP
descriptor.
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(1) RGB image I, the number K of blocks

a) Convert I to YCbCr
b) DWT-DRLBP descriptor fv

(2) for each channel Ch ∈ Cb,Cr{ } of image I
(3) a) Apply 2D-DWT on Ch, Sb ∈ [LL, LH, HL, HH]
(4) end for
(5) S b � HH
(6) Divide S b into K blocks: B1,B2, . . . ,BK
(7) for each block Bk, k � 1, 2, . . . , k
(8) Compute DRLBP histogram fvsbk
(9) fvSb � [fvSb

1 , fvSb
2 , . . . , fvSb

K ]

(10) fvCh � [fvLL, fvLH, fvHL, fvHH

(11) fv � [fvCb, fvCr]

(12) end for

ALGORITHM 1: Computation of DWT-DRLBP.

Table 1: +e optimal parameters set of the proposed method.

Preprocessing Color channel/s Cb and Cr
Block division Nonoverlapped

DRLBP
P 8
R 1

Mapping type u2
Classification SVM kernel RBF
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Figure 6: ROC curves on datasets: (a) DVMM, (b) CASIA v1.0, (c) CASIA v2.0, and (d) combined.
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5.3. Robustness on Spliced Region(s) Shape. Splicing of dif-
ferent types of shapes is very common to gain illegal benefits.
+is section explores the effect of spliced region shapes on
the performance. CASIA v1.0 and CASIA v2.0 datasets
contain the four region shapes of the spliced part(s) that are
circular (CR), rectangular (RECT), triangular (TRI), and
arbitrary (ARB). Figure 8 shows the results with theses
shapes. +e method is robust on different shapes of spliced
region(s).

5.4. Robustness on JPEG Images. +e performance of pro-
posed technique was evaluated on the JPEG images taken
fromCASIA v1.0 and CASIA v2.0 datasets and achieved 98%
accuracy. JPEG compression is performed by applying DCT
quantization. When splicing is performed in JPEG images
the forgery occurs in the form of block mismatching and
blocks are not aligned with their neighbors which causes
extraneous edges. +e proposed techniques achieved high
forgery detection accuracy because it properly explored the
inconsistencies in the spliced image using DWT-DRLBP
descriptor.

5.5. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods. In this
section we compared the results achieved in this research
with the state-of-the-art image splicing technique for image
forgery detection. Table 3 demonstrates the performance of
state-of-the-art methods only on the corresponding data-
sets, because they achieved best results either on CASIA
v1.0 or CASIA v2.0 or DVMM. It demonstrates that the
proposed technique outperforms the state-of-the-art
techniques with respect to every performance evaluation
criterion. It can also be noted that the proposed approach
performed significantly on combined dataset, which wit-
nessed the generalization of the proposed technique.
Overall, the method has high accuracy and true positive
rate, while maintaining low false positive rate as compared
to other state-of-the-art methods.

6. Conclusion

To represent a test image for authentication, we employed
DWT-DRLBP descriptor for feature extraction. Chroma
components of a test image are decomposed into subbands
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Figure 7: +e proposed method accuracy on geometric
transformations.
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Table 2: Performance of image forgery detection.

Dataset used ACC TPR FPR AUC
DVMM 97.21 97.87 3.88 0.98
CASIA v1.0 98.59 99.34 1.24 0.99
CASIA v2.0 98.88 99.32 0.96 0.99
Combined 98.95 99.91 2.05 0.99

Table 3: Comparison with recent state-of-the-art image splicing
detection methods.

Approaches Dataset used ACC TPR FPR AUC

Proposed

DVMM 97.21 97.87 3.88 0.98
CASIA v1.0 98.59 99.34 1.24 0.99
CASIA v2.0 98.33 97.32 0.96 0.99
Combined 98.95 99.91 2.05 0.99

[5]
DVMM 96.39 97.92 4.46 0.97

CASIA v1.0 94.89 92.30 2.77 0.94
CASIA v2.0 97.33 98.50 3.47 0.97

[31]
DVMM 91.14 93.07 16.14 —

CASIA v1.0 96.17 97.65 6.84 —
CASIA v2.0 97.86 98.82 2.79 —

[32] Composite 93.21 — — —

[6]
CASIA v1.0 90.18 93.00 2.11 —
CASIA v2.0 96.21 93.00 2.90 —
Composite 94.64 93.00 7.20 —

[33] CISE 93.36 92.99 1.89 —

[34]
CASIA v1.0 94.29 — — 0.93
CASIA v2.0 96.52 — — 0.97
DVMM 94.17 — — 0.93

CASIA v1.0 95.4 — — —
[18] CASIA v2.0 95.6 — — —

DVMM 94.8 — — —

[19]
CASIA v1.0 95.4 — — —
CASIA v2.0 95.6 — — —
DVMM 94.8 — — —

[35] CASIA v2.0
[20] CASIA v2.0 99.54 95
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using single level DWT to exploit splicing inconsistencies. A
robust texture descriptor DRLBP is employed to capture the
detailed statistics from these subbands. DWT-DRLBP de-
scriptormakes the proposedmethod capable enough to detect
splicing image forgery even in the presence of postprocessing
operations. Performance of DWT-DRLBP descriptor is ob-
tained and examined by employing SVM classifier with 10-
fold cross validation. +ree publicly available benchmark
datasets were used for experiments and evaluation. Our
proposed method achieved 98.95% accuracy on combined
dataset and is robust as compared to other state-of-the-art
methods. +ese results also endorsed the success and ro-
bustness of DWT-DRLBP descriptor, used to model incon-
sistencies in images caused by splicing forgery. Furthermore,
SVM with RBF kernel classified any given image as authentic
or spliced and finally ensured the excellent accuracy of results.
+e future work is to localize the spliced region(s) to boost the
trust on results and to measure the degree of splicing.
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'e root cause of the insecurity for smart devices is the potential vulnerabilities in smart devices. 'ere are many approaches to
find the potential bugs in smart devices. Fuzzing is the most effective vulnerability finding technique, especially the coverage-
guided fuzzing. 'e coverage-guided fuzzing identifies the high-quality seeds according to the corresponding code coverage
triggered by these seeds. Existing coverage-guided fuzzers consider that the higher the code coverage of seeds, the greater the
probability of triggering potential bugs. However, in real-world applications running on smart devices or the operation system of
the smart device, the logic of these programs is very complex. Basic blocks of these programs play a different role in the process of
application exploration. 'is observation is ignored by existing seed selection strategies, which reduces the efficiency of bug
discovery on smart devices. In this paper, we propose a contribution-aware coverage-guided fuzzing, which estimates the
contributions of basic blocks for the process of smart device exploration. According to the control flow of the target on any smart
device and the runtime information during the fuzzing process, we propose the static contribution of a basic block and the
dynamic contribution built on the execution frequency of each block. 'e contribution-aware optimization approach does not
require any prior knowledge of the target device, which ensures our optimization adapting gray-box fuzzing and white-box
fuzzing. We designed and implemented a contribution-aware coverage-guided fuzzer for smart devices, called StFuzzer. We
evaluated StFuzzer on four real-world applications that are often applied on smart devices to demonstrate the efficiency of our
contribution-aware optimization. 'e result of our trials shows that the contribution-aware approach significantly improves the
capability of bug discovery and obtains better execution speed than state-of-the-art fuzzers.

1. Introduction

Various smart devices have been installed in many situa-
tions. 'e security of smart devices is essential to ensure the
normal functions of these smart devices. 'e root cause of
any attack is the potential vulnerabilities in smart devices.
Finding potential bugs in smart devices is the most im-
portant factor to ensure the security of smart devices. 'ere
are many automatic approaches to identify bugs in appli-
cations or devices, such as taint, symbolic execution, or
fuzzing. Fuzzing is the most effective vulnerability identi-
fication technology, which inputs various random data to the
target application to anticipate a dangerous execution state.
If the test case crashes the target application, a bug must be
triggered. However, fuzzing mainly recognizes bugs in the
shallow logic of an application, because modern applications

usually require complex input formats that are not con-
ducive to exploring deeper execution states. Fuzzing ran-
domly mutates an input file that would destroy the crucial
data structure of the input file. 'e mutated file as a test case
will cause the target application to stop in a shallow exe-
cution state.

State-of-the-art coverage-guided fuzzing such as AFL [1]
utilizes edge coverage to select test cases which triggered
more interesting execution states. If a test case triggered a
new branch, it will be regarded as an interesting seed. 'e
natural branch coverage mechanism thinks any branch of a
target application has the same contribution. However,
branches that belong to deep logic are muchmore difficult to
trigger than branches that exist in shallow logic [2]. Espe-
cially, in the smart device, the execution of these devices
involves multiple sensors and arguments, that the execution
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must be satisfied by special sensors or argument. In other
words, triggering branches in deep logic contributes more
than branch being triggered in shallow logic. However, AFL-
family cannot consider the contribution of different
branches. In detail, fuzzing that employs branch coverage
preserves all test cases which triggered new branches as
seeds. 'ese seeds will be used to generate new test cases in
next iteration. Unfortunately, AFL cannot distinguish
branches which have more interesting states.'erefore, AFL
has no effective strategy for seed selection. In order to
optimize seed selection strategy of coverage-guided fuzzing,
there are two problems should be solved. First, we should
distinguish the contributions of different branches accord-
ing to the depth of a branch. Second, we should select test
cases with greater contributions for the next fuzzing
iteration.

'ere are many works related with seed selection
strategy. Rebert et al. [3] proposed that good seed selection
strategies can improve the speed of fuzzing and increasing
the chance of recognizing vulnerabilities, even reducing the
runtime and memory overhead of fuzzing. AFLFast [4]
found low-frequency paths through Markov chain and
prioritized seed triggered these paths. AFLFast exposed
several previously unreported CVEs that could not be ex-
posed by AFL in 24 hours. 'e seed selection strategies of
AFLFast increase the exploration frequencies of low-fre-
quency paths successfully. VUzzer believed that deeper code
blocks are more difficult to be triggered and prioritized seeds
exercising longer path. VUzzer found more crashes than
AFLPIN [5], which indicated that exploring deeper paths
may increase the probability of finding crash. Good seed
selection strategies can improve the ability to find bugs, but it
is often difficult to determine the precise contributions of
various test cases.

In this paper, we present StFuzzer, a contribution-aware
coverage-guided fuzzing which obtains precise contribu-
tions of all branches and guides fuzzing to explore deeper
execution states. Comparing with other seed selection so-
lutions such as VUzzer, our work provides a solution based
on the contribution information that combines static and
dynamic information, which considers the accurate control
flow information and dynamic runtime information. 'is
combination scheme can help tremendously to improve the
efficiency of path exploration and avoid unnecessary drilling.
'e crucial intuition of our work is that deeper basic blocks
can contribute more to exploring interesting execution
states. 'e most important question is how to calculate the
depth of each basic block. We defined the depth of basic
blocks based on the control flow feature of target applica-
tions and modify the depth information according to the
runtime feature of fuzzing process. 'e control flow feature
of the target application will be captured by the customized
static analysis. Our solution dynamically collects useful
runtime information to evaluate the value of different paths.
'ese static analysis and dynamic information guide the
fuzzing process to deeper code region and to trigger more
interesting execution states. Due to this novel combination
solution in seed selection, StFuzzer could find more crashes
than AFL on various real-world applications. Meanwhile,

our solution reduces the useless exploration of shallow logic,
and StFuzzer reproduced the same crashes faster than AFL.

Contribution. 'is paper makes the following contributions:

(1) We propose a novel contribution-aware seed selec-
tion solution that combines the accurate control flow
information of static analysis and dynamic runtime
information to evaluate the contributions of each
branch.

(2) We design a sophisticated contribution calculation
algorithm that statically assesses the value of various
branches. And this algorithm considers the influence
of the loop structure, which is unresolved in similar
solutions.

(3) We implement our approach to build a fuzzer tool
named StFuzzer based on AFL and evaluate StFuzzer
on 4 real-world applications running on smart
devices.

(4) StFuzzer found 5 zero-day vulnerabilities and al-
ready reported them to corresponding vendors.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we present the background of coverage-
guided fuzzing. Firstly, we introduce the main workflow of
coverage-guided fuzzing. Secondly, we describe the details
and limitations of seed selection and seed mutation in
fuzzing loop.

2.1. Coverage-Guided Fuzzing. Fuzzing is an automatic
software testing technique that attempts to input random data
into the target application and expects the target has excep-
tions. If the fuzzing process captures an exception, it means
that a vulnerability had been triggered by a test case. 'e
fuzzing technique can be classified as generation-based and
mutation-based. 'e generation-based fuzzing relies on
grammar constraints to generate random inputs, such as Peach
[6]. Since generation-based fuzzers must require grammar
constraints of corresponding input format, the usage of gen-
erated fuzzing is not universal. Mutation-based fuzzers mutate
seeds of the initial corpus to generate test cases which are put
into the target application for execution. Mutation-based
fuzzers do not require configuration files for different target
application, which makes this technology more versatile.

According to different exploration strategies, mutation-
based fuzzing can be classified into directed fuzzing and the
coverage-guided fuzzing. Directed fuzzing will explore more
specific code regions based on the strategy used. Directed
gray-box fuzzing [7] requires researchers provide deter-
ministic strategies for specified types of vulnerabilities.
'erefore, directed fuzzing is available for finding defined
bugs, but it is unfair for unknown bugs. Coverage-guided
fuzzing is the most popular technology for finding vul-
nerabilities. Coverage-guided fuzzing determines the con-
tribution of test cases based on code coverage. 'e intuition
of coverage-guided fuzzing is that the greater the coverage,
the greater the chance of triggering bugs. Figure 1 shows the
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main workflow of coverage-guided fuzzing. It usually
contains six stages as follows: (1) it reads the initial corpus to
load original test cases into the seed queue, (2) scheduling
higher-priority seeds from seed queue as input files, (3)
trimming input files to the smallest size and coverage of the
trimmed file is the same as the file before trimming, (4)
mutating the input file through various heuristic mutation
algorithms to generate the test case, (5) monitoring coverage
triggered by test cases and persisting test cases with new
coverage, and (6) going to Step 2 and starting the next loop
iteration.

Steps 2 to 6 build a complete fuzzing loop iteration. 'e
core components include seed selection, seed mutation, and
execution monitor. Any improvements of these components
would promote the ability of coverage-guided fuzzing to find
vulnerabilities. In following sections, we will analyze and
discuss the core components of the fuzzing loop in detail.

2.2. Seed Selection. Seed selection module schedules more
interesting seeds according to some runtime features de-
termined by the employed policies. Some studies demon-
strated that good seed selection algorithms can greatly
increase the number of bugs found. Rebert et al. proposed
that good seed selection strategies can improve the speed of
fuzzing and reduce the runtime and memory overhead of
fuzzing process. AFLFast found low-frequency paths
through Markov chain and prioritized seed triggered these
paths. VUzzer believed that deeper basic blocks are more
difficult to be triggered and prioritized seeds which traversed
deeper blocks. Meanwhile, VUzzer observed that the most of
generated test cases will end with error handling code and
deprioritized seeds trapped into error handling code. Col-
lAFL [8] proposed two selection policies which drive the
fuzzer towards nonexplored paths. CollAFL prioritized seeds
that invoke more memory access operations or paths have
more nonexplored neighbor branches. Wang et al. [9]
proposed a seed scheduling algorithm to support the mul-
tilevel coverage metric based on the multiarmed bandit
model, which archives higher code coverage.

Other seed selection solutions attempt to guide the
fuzzing to explore specific vulnerable code regions [10, 11].
QTEP [12] presented a quality-aware seed prioritization
technique, which leveraged the statistic defect prediction
model to defect fault. ProFuzzer [13] proposed an on-the-fly
probing technique that discovered the relations between
input bytes and program behaviors, which utilizes the in-
formation to select more powerful seeds. GREYONE [14]
utilized lightweight dynamic taint analysis to evaluate the
constraint conformance on all tainted untouched branches,

and prioritizing seeds which could reach these branches.
FIFUZZ [15] proposed a context-sensitive SFI-based ap-
proach to guide fuzzing exploring error handling code.

'ere are ample works on seed selection, and the result
of these studies indicates that seed selection is crucial for
coverage-guided fuzzing. However, when we reproduced
some trials through these open source works, we found two
problems. On the one hand, the implementation of some
studies is inadequate. 'e implementation proposed by the
work cannot exactly perform the corresponding selection
policy. For example, as aforementioned, VUzzer proposed
prior exploring deeper block policy. 'e solution of VUzzer
measured the depth of basic blocks through the Markov
probabilistic model, but it simply assigns a fixed probability
of 1 to each backedge belonging to the loop structure. In
general, the loop structure has a great influence on the depth
of a basic block. In a word, its seed selection algorithm does
not consider the loop structure in the application, resulting
in inaccurate results of the fuzzing process. On the other
hand, implementing some policies requires not only static
compile-time information but also dynamic runtime in-
formation. For example, VUzzer assigned an equal proba-
bility to all basic blocks’ outgoing edges. Remarkably, it is no
possible that outgoing edges of a basic block have the same
probability to be executed. 'e probability of a branch
should be calculated by statistics. 'erefore, the imprecise
probability makes VUzzer’s result incorrect. In conclusion,
the accuracy of path features has a negative impact due to the
imperfect implementation.

Following the observations, we propose a novel con-
tribution mechanism, which incorporated the influence of
the control flow and the dynamic statistics at the runtime.
Our solution considers the accurate control flow informa-
tion which solves the challenge caused by nested branches in
various loop structures. And we also convert the triggered
frequencies of basic blocks during the iterations of the
fuzzing process into the contribution of each block. Com-
pared with other solutions, the contribution mechanism
measures the distances of all basic blocks for the program
exploration, which is more accurate to seeds with high
quality. And the contribution mechanism does not require
prior knowledge of the target application that is appropriate
for all applications.

2.3. SeedMutation. Seed mutation module mutates seeds by
multiple mutating algorithms and generates new test cases
for the next loop iteration. Different mutation algorithms
insert or replace special characters in the seed for different
situations and attempt to traverse all the traps within inputs.
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Figure 1: 'e main workflow of coverage-guided fuzzing.
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For example, AFL mutates seeds through four random
mutation algorithms: bitflip, arithmetic, interest, and havoc.

However, there are some challenges in the target ap-
plication, which restrain the fuzzing process to explore more
code region. For example, most applications have a variable
number of sanity checks. 'ese sanity checks involve in-
tricate inspections or require unique input formats, which
are difficult to satisfy through arbitrary mutations. Good
seed mutation strategies need to answer two questions:
where to mutate and how to mutate.

Many solutions to both of these questions have been
proposed. Program transformation-based approaches dis-
able sanity checks to help the fuzzing process to discover
more execution logic. MutaGen [16] proposed that mutating
the code of generating programs and leveraged available
information about the input format encode in the generated
programs to produce high-coverage test cases. T-Fuzz [17]
attempted to strip relevant code that hinders program ex-
plosion. However, changing the normal logic will introduce
more unintended consequences, leading to more false
positive bugs. And transformation-based approaches have to
suffer trimming explosion in complex applications, which
the blind mutation engine is limited for program explosion.

Hybrid fuzzing utilizes symbolic execution to solve
complex branch which cannot be satisfied through simple
mutation engine. However, symbolic execution or concolic
execution produces huge amount of runtime overhead and
memory overhead, which have hindered the efficiency of
fuzzing. Ma et al. [18] studied an approach to automatically
find program executions which reach a particular line.
Driller [19] used concolic execution to produce test cases
when the fuzzer getting stuck, and got higher coverage.
However, driller has a terrible execution speed and works
with a low efficiency. 'e best way to mitigate the perfor-
mance overhead is proposing a lightweight symbolic exe-
cution engine. QSYM [20] designed a fast concolic execution
engine and implemented instruction-level symbolic emu-
lation to overcome performance bottlenecks of the concolic
executor. Some works believed that reducing the calls of
symbolic execution will significantly mitigate overhead.
Digfuzz [21] proposed a probabilistic path prioritization
model to estimate the probability of exercising each path and
prioritized them for concolic execution. Peng et al. [22]
leveraged a distance-based directed fuzzing and a domi-
nator-based directed symbolic execution mechanism to
discover 1-day vulnerabilities in binary patches. SAVIOR
[23] prioritized the concolic execution of the seeds which
can uncover more vulnerabilities. Lee et al. [24] proposed a
constraint-guided directed fuzzing based on the target site
and the data conditions. However, it is difficult to evaluate
whether a seed uncovers more vulnerabilities if lacking
priori knowledge.

Some fuzzers depended on the result of static or dynamic
analysis, such as honggfuzz [25] and VUzzer. Honggfuzz
recognized operands of CMP-like instructions at runtime to
insert into the seed. VUzzer leveraged control- and data-flow
features of the application to consider interesting factors for
mutation. Steelix [26] proposed a program-state based ap-
proach, which utilized lightweight static analysis to provide

comparison progress information to infer magic bytes ef-
ficiently. Learn and Fuzz [27] attempted to capture the
structure of well-formed inputs and utilize well-structured
seed-based deep learning. Rajpal et al. designed DNN (deep
neural network) solution to predicate which bytes in the seed
to mutate. FuzzGuard [28] utilized the learned model to
predict a given input if shortened the seed distance to
improve the effectiveness of directed fuzzing. Some works
[28–34] designed sematic models to optimize mutation or
identify potential vulnerabilities or attacks based on special
target platforms. Liang et al. [35] proposed a secure decision
tree classification for online diagnosis services on different
platforms. However, according to evaluation of trials, the
result of various lightweight static analysis has a slight effect
on program explosion. Meanwhile, the effects of learning-
based optimizations are also unclear, because of the unin-
terpretable results of learning.

As aforementioned, multiple optimizations for seed
mutation involve symbolic or concolic execution, static
analysis, dynamic taint, or machine learning. 'e hybrid
fuzzing will be faced on the path explosion program and
heavyweight performance overhead, which seriously reduce
the effectiveness of the fuzzing process. 'e taint-assisted
fuzzing also has numerous performance overhead and the
overtaint or undertaint problems. 'e learning-based op-
timization is unclear or uninterpretable for fuzzing. In a
word, existing optimizations cannot improve the effective-
ness of seed mutation.

3. Calculation of Contribution

In a large-scale application, the control flow graph of the
application may be very complicated, resulting in a low
coverage of the fuzzing process. In the fuzzing process, most
test cases traverse the simple logic of applications and the
complex logic will be rarely triggered. Unfortunately, the
more complex the logic, the more bugs. Because it is difficult
to discover complex logic by the fuzzing process, simple
logic is easier to be triggered, and a lot of time is spent
exploring simple logic. 'e contribution of each basic block
for exploring the whole application is different. Basic blocks
in complex logic havemore contribution than basic blocks in
simple logic. 'e existing approach did not apply the
contribution of basic blocks or thought that all basic blocks
have the same contribution. In this paper, for each basic
block, our solution gives quantified contributions based on
control flow and execution flow. And we apply the con-
tribution as an important factor for the fuzzing process.

3.1. Static Contribution of Basic Block. Due to different
control flow structures, basic blocks of the target application
have different execution probabilities. 'e entry block of a
called function must be executed, so the execution proba-
bilities of entry block are 1. We cannot accurately calculate
the jumping probabilities of a branch that a basic block
jumps to any successor blocks. 'erefore, for a given basic
block, we assign equal jumping probabilities to all its suc-
cessor blocks. In other words, if a basic block B has n
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successors, the jumping probabilities of any successors are 1/
n. As same as the transition of VUzzer, the execution
probability of each basic block will be dependent on a
probabilistic model called Markov process. 'e execution
probability of a basic block hinges on the execution prob-
ability of its predecessor block and its own jumping prob-
ability. 'e execution probability of a basic block B is
calculated as follows:

prob(B) � 
pBεpred(B)

prob(pB)∗ probj(B),
(1)

where pred(B) is the set of all the predecessors of B and the
probj(B) is the jumping probability of B. In this way, we can
regard the whole execution as a Markov chain to evaluate the
contribution of each node in the CFG.

However, this solution is only applicable to the special
case where the CFG is a directed acyclic graph and cannot
deal with the explicit or implicit loop structures. To be
specific, loop statements or jump statements would lead to
cyclic structures in the CFG. 'e cyclic structure makes
certain control flow within loop structures be repeatedly
executed, which disrupts the calculation by the Markov
chain. As aforementioned, the jumping probability of any
block must be less than one. According to formula (1), the
execution probability of the header block in a loop structure
will become smaller and smaller with multiple iterations.
'e header block dominates all blocks of the loop structure,
so the execution probability of the header block must be-
come larger and larger with multiple iterations, which is
contrary to the result of calculation through the Markov
chain. Obviously, the execution probability inferred by the
Markov chain is unsuitable to the real consequence.

Considering the above problems, we utilize mathemat-
ical expectation to estimate the static contribution feature of
loop structures instead of execution probabilities. In loop
structures, the execution probability of a basic block is an
integral multiple of the execution probability within a
separate iteration. Since the header block dominates other
basic blocks in the loop, the execution probability of other
blocks is similar to the execution probability of the corre-
sponding header block. 'e execution probability of normal
blocks can be calculated according to the mathematical
expectation of the header block. And the mathematical
expectation of the header block conforms that the time of
continuous states staying obeys geometric distributing.
When it is assumed that entering a loop means the failure of
a geometric distributing and exiting a loop means the
success of a geometric distributing, the distribution of loop
structures is consistent with the geometric distribution. If we
assign a certain probability to a Bernoulli experiment, the
mathematical expectation will be calculated in the geometric
distribution. 'erefore, calculating the mathematical ex-
pectation of a loop structure relies on the success probability
of loop iterations. Since the success probability of a Bernoulli
experiment for a loop is the same as the execution proba-
bility of the corresponding header block, the mathematical
expectation of a loop is consistent with the expectation of the
header block. In summary, we can calculate the

mathematical expectation of the header block through the
success or failure probability of a loop iteration, and then we
can infer expectations of all blocks in loops according to the
Markov process.

Figure 2 shows the three typical loop structures in the
control flow graph of the target application. Figure 2(a)
shows that the control flow graph contains a single top-level
loop structure. 'e basic block A is the entry block and the
basic block E is the exit block. 'e loop consists of block B,
block C, and block D. We can infer that the execution
probability of block B and block D are both 1. Since the
jumping probability of the backedge is 0.5, the success
probability of corresponding geometric distributing is also
0.5. According to formula (2), the mathematical expectation
of the loop is 2. As aforementioned, the mathematical ex-
pectation of block C or D is calculated through the Markov
process, which indicates that the mathematical expectation
is reasonable as static contribution in this case:

E(X) �
1

P(X)
. (2)

In addition to the simple single loop structure, there are
many nested loop structures in real-world applications. As
Figure 2(b) shows, a loop is a subloop of a top-level loop, and
we regard the nested loop structure as a nested geometric
distribution. 'e feature of nested loop structures is that the
top-level loop will be executed first and to jump into the
subloop before exiting the top-level loop. After the subloop
completes loop iterations, the execution flow will return to
the top-level loop. In other words, for top-level loops, the
failure probability of geometric distribution must be 1.
'erefore, for the nested loop structure, the crucial factor to
calculate mathematical expectation is the failure probability
of the subloop. We can easily calculate the expectation of the
subloop’s header block based on the failure probability of the
subloop and then infer probabilities of all blocks according
to the Markov process, until the execution flow exits the
current subloop. After exiting the subloop, the mathematical
distribution of top-level can be computed by the expectation
of the corresponding header block. For example, as
Figure 2(b) shows, the execution probability of basic block C
is 0.5 and the jumping probability of the edge for C to F is
0.5, and we infer the execution probability of basic block F is
0.25. As a result, the failure probability of the subloop is 0.5:

E(X) �
1

P(X)
∗P(Y). (3)

According to formula (3), the mathematical expectation
of the subloop is 1, and the mathematical expectation of
corresponding header block C is assigned a value of 1. 'e
jumping probability of the edge from C to D is 0.5, the
mathematical expectation of D is 0.5 based on the Markov
process. 'us, the probability of returning the top-level loop
from the subloop (i.e., the jumping probability of the edge
from D to B) is 0.5. Consequently, the success probability of
the top-level loop is 0.5. According to formula (2), the
mathematical expectation of the top-level loop is 2, which
means the mathematical expectation of basic block C is 2. In
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total, we have calculated that the mathematical expectation
of C’s successors (block D and block F) is both 1.

Figure 2(c) shows that the loop structure contains
jumping statements (for example, break and continue) that
may abort the loop iteration and jump out of the loop. In this
case, the control flow may not complete an entire loop it-
eration and exit the loop before the header block, which
apparently increases the failure probability of the corre-
sponding Bernoulli trial for the loop. 'e failure or success
probability of this loop structure could be inferred through
the execution probability of the header block and then
correctly calculate the mathematical expectation of other
basic blocks. As Figure 2(c) shows, in the subloop that is
composed of basic blocks D, F, and G, a branch from block F
to block E jumps out of the subloop, leading to the end of the
iteration. 'e execution probability of block C and D are
both 0.5, and the jumping probability of the edge from block
D to block F is 0.5; thus, the execution probability of block F
is 0.25. According the Markov process, the execution
probability of block G is 0.125. As same as the subloop in
Figure 2(b), we calculate the success probability of the
subloop is 0.75.

As formula (3) shows, the mathematical expectation of
the corresponding header block D is 0.67, as the expectation
of the subloop is also 0.67. 'e mathematical expectation of
the exit block F is 0.33, and the jumping probability of the
edge from F to G is 0.5; thus, the expectation of block G is
0.17, and the expectation of block E is 0.5. 'e success
probability of the top-level loop is 0.5, and then the
mathematical expectation of the top-level is 2 based on
formula (2). To sum up, we have calculated that the ex-
pectation of block D is 1.33 and the expectation of block F is
0.67.

According to the above three loop structures, we can
calculate the mathematical expectation of any loop structure
as follows:

E Loopi(  �
E headeri( 

E headeri(  − E headeri( ∗Probjump backedgei( 
,

(4)

where E(headeri) is the mathematic expectation of the
corresponding header block in Loopi, and the
Probjump(backedgei) stands for the jumping probability of
the back edge from any exiting block to the header block
headeri. Based on the expectation of the loop, we infer the
expectation of any block in the loop through the Markov
process.

As aforementioned, we propose a static contribution
calculation approach based on the probability of geometric
distribution and mathematical expectation, which leads the
complex loop structure that brings about nested control flow
jumps. Combined with Markov process, this approach can
accurately calculate the contribution of all basic blocks in
any control flow graph.

Algorithm 1 demonstrates the process of calculating the
mathematical expectation of each block in any loop struc-
ture. It first traverses all successors of any visited basic block
(line 1), and calculate the mathematical expectations of
visited blocks based on the execution probability and the
jumping probability of the edge between visited blocks (line
3∼5). 'en, we correctly process the jumping probability of
the backedge as the above three cases and eliminate the
visited backedge to convert the loop into a directed acyclic
graph (line 7∼9). Last, we traverse the rest of visited blocks
and add these blocks into the analysis queue (line 11∼15).

3.2. Dynamic Contribution of Basic Block. We assume that
each basic block has the same execution probability when
calculating the static contribution. Successors of the same
basic block have the same jumping probability. However, in
the real-world application, jumping probabilities of different
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Figure 2:'ree typical loop structures. (a)'e CFG includes a single top-level loop. (b)'eCFG includes a nest loop structure. (c)'e CFG
includes a loop containing a jumping statement.
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successors for the same branch are different. For example, in
a loop, the jumping count of the branch from the latch block
to the header block and the jumping count of the branch
from the latch block to the exiting block satisfy the following
equation:

CH

CE

� Iter, (5)

where CH is the jumping count of the branch from the latch
block to the header block, and CE is the jumping count of the
branch from the latch block to the exiting block; Iter is the
number of iterations. If we only assume each successor of
any branch has the same jumping probability, the calculated
static contribution is inaccurate. 'erefore, our approach
contains not only static contributions determined by control
flow but also dynamic contributions inferred from runtime
information. We count the number of executions to de-
termine the triggered frequency of a discovered block, which
will be used to evaluate the dynamic contribution.

However, there are two problems with simply counting
the number of executions as a dynamic contribution of any
block. First, in real-world applications, the sequential exe-
cution flow will lead to the nonuniform triggering proba-
bilities of basic blocks. Different basic blocks achieve
different functions, and there are fixed executed sequences of
blocks for any function. Some basic blocks perform a shallow
logic of the application, which may be executed frequently.
Some other basic blocks complete a deep logic of the ap-
plication and will only be triggered if all conditions in the
path are satisfied. In our intuition, a basic block in deeper
logic has a greater dynamic contribution because it is more
difficult to trigger. Second, the number of iterations for the
fuzzing process is numerous. 'ere will be astonishing
runtime overhead if we count the number of triggers for each
block. Meanwhile, the number of discovered blocks will
continue to be added as the fuzzing process is iterated. We

have to traverse all discovered blocks in each iteration to
calculate statistics, which causes more and more serious
performance overhead. In summary, we consider the neg-
ative impacts caused by the above two problems when
calculating the dynamic contribution. For the first problem,
basic blocks in shallow logic will be executed more fre-
quently than basic blocks in deep logic, and we utilize the
discovery order of basic blocks to solve it. For the second
problem, the more and more serious performance overhead
as iterating, we set a threshold T of iterations to mitigate the
performance overhead. We only record executions of dis-
covered blocks within T iterations to evaluate the dynamic
contribution of the discovered block.

If the number of fuzzing iterations is less than the
threshold T, we accurately calculate the dynamic runtime
probability based on the statistical data of each basic block as
follows:

Pdyn blocki(  �

Pdyn blocki( ∗x

x + 1
, blocki non_executed( ,

Pdyn blocki( ∗x + 1
x + 1

, blocki executed( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

where Pdyn(blocki) is the dynamic runtime probability of
basic block i and the argument x stands for the number of the
iterations.

If the number of fuzzing iterations is bigger than the
threshold T, we simplify the calculation of the dynamic
runtime probability as follows:

Pdyn blocki(  �

Pdyn blocki( ∗ (T − 1)

T
, blocki non_executed( ,

Pdyn blocki( ∗ (T − 1)

T
, blocki executed( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

Input: B: the set of visited basic blocks
B: the set of visited basic blocks

Output: Calculating the expectation of each basic blocks
(1) if ∀bεB,∃cε Succ (b)∩ cεB then
(2) if jumpweight (b, c)≥ 0 then
(3) temp�weight (c)÷ (Weight (c) − jumpweight (b, c) × weight(c)

(4) for each block ρε pred (succ (b)) do
(5) jumpweight (p, c) � temp× jumpweight (p, c)

(6) end for
(7) jumpweight (b, c) � −1
(8) remove (B, Succ(c))

(9) add (U, c)

(10) else
(11) add (B, b)

(12) end if
(13) else
(14) add (U, c)

(15) add (B, b)

(16) end if

ALGORITHM 1: Calculate expection of basic blocks in a loop structure.
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Algorithm 2 shows how to calculate the dynamic con-
tributions of basic blocks as the above approach. As
aforementioned, there are two situations which are divided
by the number of the fuzzing iterations (line 2 and line 8). In
first case, we calculate the dynamic contribution of each
block according to formula (6) (line 3∼7). In second case, if
the number of the fuzzing iterations is greater than the
threshold T, we attempt to infer the dynamic contribution
based on formula (7) (line 9∼13).

4. Design and Implementation

In the previous section, we proposed an approach to infer
the static and dynamic contributions of basic blocks through
the control flow of the target application and the runtime
information of fuzzing iteration. However, the contribution
information cannot guide the fuzzing process to explore
more interesting code regions, because the fuzzing process
does not utilize contribution information in fuzzing itera-
tions. 'erefore, we design a contribution-aware fuzzer
named StFuzzer and introduce the main work flow and the
crucial implementation details of StFuzzer.

4.1. Design of StFuzzer. As aforementioned, we provide a
contribution metric based on the control flow and runtime
information, which quantifies the contribution of basic
blocks for exploring applications. 'e approach only uti-
lizes the control flow information of target applications and
does not use sophisticated data flow analysis. So, this ap-
proach can be used for gray-box fuzzing and white-box
fuzzing. In white-box fuzzing, the source code can be
accessed, and we can accurately obtain the control flow
information at compile-time to calculate the static con-
tribution. In gray-box fuzzing, the source code cannot be
accessed, and we decompile the target binary to obtain the
control flow graph.

Figure 3 shows the main work flow of StFuzzer:

(1) If the target is a gray-box program, StFuzzer
decompiles the target application.

(2) StFuzzer instruments the target application based on
different instrumentation approaches according to
whether the target application is gray-box or white-
box.

(3) StFuzzer calculates the static and dynamic contri-
bution of each basic block.

(4) After the calculation of static and dynamic contri-
butions, the fuzzing process prioritizes favorable
seeds based on seed selection strategy, which are
mutated to generate fresh test cases.

(5) Executing new test cases in the target application,
and updating test cases that trigger new coverage,
and returning the execution information for the
calculation of dynamic contributions.

(6) Go to 3.

Since static contributions of the target application are
fixed, the static contribution calculation is only performed

once when the fuzzing process accesses a target application
for the first time. After the static contribution is calculated,
the static contribution information of basic blocks will be
stored in a map file in the form of <key, value>, where key
means the ID of the basic block and the static contribution
information as values to calculate the relative information.
In the next iteration of StFuzzer, the fuzzing process will
read the static contribution information from the map file
into in-process memory. So, the calculation of static con-
tributions does not increase the runtime performance
overhead. StFuzzer performs dry run of all test cases to
collect and calculate the dynamic contribution information
and initializes all test cases in the seed queue. 'en, we
execute the test case in the target application and count the
number of executions for each basic block. 'e number of
executions is the basic information for calculating dynamic
contributions of basic blocks. It is worth noting that the
fuzzing process would affect dynamic contributions of
different blocks, and the dynamic contribution information
also has a crucial impact on the program exploration of the
fuzzing process.

'e state-of-art coverage-guided fuzzer AFL believes
that the importance of all paths is the same. However, in the
real-world application, some execution paths would trigger
the core functions of the application, and some paths only
call error handling function to end the execution. Obviously,
the former plays a more important role in the fuzzing
process. In our work, the importance of paths depends on
the contributions of corresponding basic blocks. In order to
implement the feedback loop between dynamic contribu-
tions and heuristic exploration, the contribution informa-
tion would be applied to the evolutionary seed selection
algorithm. StFuzzer calculates the weight of each test case
according to the triggered blocks and corresponding static
and dynamic contributions of these blocks and proposes a
weighted seed selection algorithm.

'e weighted seed selection algorithm is the most im-
portant module of StFuzzer, because it achieves the feedback
in the fuzzing loop. 'e weighted seed selection algorithm
selects seeds which trigger more basic blocks with higher
contributions. We believe mutating these seeds has a greater
probability of triggering more blocks with high contribu-
tions, which is conducive to improve the efficiency of ap-
plication exploration and vulnerability discovery. It is worth
noting that some basic block may be triggeredmultiple times
by a test case in a fuzzing iteration. So, a block may have an
excessive dynamic contribution. To avoid a basic block with
the excessive contribution causing the fuzzing process to
trap a special region of the target, we consider translating the
static and dynamic contribution to the weight of a basic
block as follows:

W blocki(  �
log 1/Csta blocki( ( 

log 2
+
log 1/Cdyn blocki(  

log 2
,

(8)

where Csta(blocki) is the static contribution of block i, and
Cdyn(blocki) is the dynamic contribution of block i. 'e
higher the contribution of a basic block, the higher the
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weight of the basic block. 'e score of a test case t is cal-
culated by the weight of triggered blocks as follows:

St � 
blockiεBB(t)

W blocki( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ×|BB(t)|, (9)

where BB(t) stands for the set of triggered basic blocks by
test case t and |BB(t)| represents the number of the set BB(t).
'e score of a test case considers not only the weight of
blocks, but also the number of triggered blocks, which
ensures the basic of coverage-guided fuzzing. In a word, the
weighted seed selection algorithm of StFuzzer contains the
block coverage and contributions of basic blocks, which will
guide the fuzzing process to select seeds that trigger more
blocks with higher contributions.

4.2. Implementation. We implemented a prototype of
StFuzzer with about 5000 lines of C/C++ code and 400 lines
of python code. 'e prototype of StFuzzer supports per-
forming the target applications only with binary file or
LLVM bitcode. We introduce some key implementation
details of the prototype in this section.

4.2.1. Decompile and Analyze Target Binaries. 'e contri-
bution-aware approach is applicable to analyze application
with binary or source code. If there is only a binary file of the
target application, StFuzzer needs to decompile the binary to
acquire the control flow information. 'erefore, we
implemented an interface to decompile the binary file based
on IDA-python to support both the gray-box target and
white-box target.

Input: B the set of basic blocks
i: the number of the fuzzing iterations
T: Settings threshold

Output: Calculating the dynamic Contribution of each block
(1) for each block bbεB do
(2) if i≤ Γ then
(3) if b has been executed then
(4) Cdyn(b) � (Cdyn(b) × (i − 1) + 1)÷i
(5) else
(6) Cdyn(b) � (Cdyn(b) × (i − 1))÷i
(7) end if
(8) else
(9) if b has been executed then
(10) Cdyn � (Cdyn(b) × (T − 1))÷T + T

(11) else
(12) Cdyn � (Cdyn(b) × (T − 1))÷T
(13) end if
(14) end if
(15) end for

ALGORITHM 2: Calculate dynamic contributions of basic blocks.
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Figure 3: 'e framework of StFuzzer.
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4.2.2. Contribution Calculation. 'e core component of
StFuzzer is the contribution calculation, which includes the
static contribution and the dynamic contribution. For gary-
box applications, we implemented a common interface to
analyze the static contribution information according to the
control flow graph which is constructed by the IDA
decompiler and our analysis script. For white-box appli-
cations, we achieved a llvm module pass to calculate the
static contribution information.

4.2.3. Seed Selection. Evolutionary fuzzers usually select
favorable seed as the initial seed used to further mutations.
'e seed selection usually relies on a certain seed selection
strategy. We implemented a module based on the seed
scoring approach introduced in the above section to com-
pute scores of all test cases and to prioritize test cases with
higher score. 'e weighted seed selection algorithm can be
used to the block coverage metric and the edge coverage
metric. We implemented StFuzzer by the block coverage
metric to adapt the black-box application. We also imple-
mented a set of extensible interfaces to help StFuzzer uti-
lizing the edge coverage metric in future improvement.

4.2.4. Mutation Engine. Mutation is a critical component for
a coverage-guided fuzzer. A good mutation engine mutates
the initial seed multiple times to traverse code region as
much as possible. We implemented an extensible interface to
allow StFuzzer to use other mutation engines quickly and
support other mutation optimizations such as taint or
symbolic execution.

4.2.5. Crucial Data Manager. StFuzzer has acquired more
and more analysis results during the iteration of fuzzing,
which provides a feedback to guide the fuzzing process to
explore more basic block with higher contributions. 'e
analysis results mainly include the fixed static contribution
of each block and growing dynamic contribution of each
discovered block. We implemented an extensible mecha-
nism to store values of static contributions in a bitmap (the
ID of each basic block as key), similar to the bitmap storing
edge information of AFL. Since the dynamic contribution
information is changed as iterations of fuzzing, we imple-
mented an in-process model to store and index dynamic
contributions in a list-based structure which is traversed fast.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we design a series of experiments to evaluate
the efficiency and the effectiveness of bug finding of
StFuzzer. And we compare StFuzzer with other fuzzers to
show the code coverage and crash growth improvements in
real-world applications.

5.1. Experiment Setup. Baseline fuzzers: we carefully choose
several well-known coverage-guided fuzzers as baseline
fuzzers, including AFL, QSYM, and honggfuzz. First, AFL is
the most popular and most famous coverage-guided fuzzing.

'ere are many AFL-family fuzzers that have been imple-
mented based on AFL. Second, QSYM is the art-of-state
symbolic execution assisted fuzzer, which designed a special
symbolic execution engine to satisfy the fuzzing process. So,
QSYM usually has higher coverage than other coverage-
guided fuzzers. Meanwhile, the execution speed and effi-
ciency of QSYM is better than other symbolic execution
assisted fuzzer such as Driller. 'ird, honggfuzz is the core
fuzzing engine of Google’s OSS-fuzz project. Honggfuzz
relies on the feature of control flow and the feature of data
flow to achieve higher coverage than AFL. 'erefore, we
chose these fuzzers as baseline fuzzers to ensure the im-
provement of StFuzzer.

Target applications: we deliberated three factors when
choosing the target applications, including functionality
diversity, code scale, and popularity. 'e target applications
should be from real-world applications running on smart
devices to make sure that StFuzzer is able to recognize zero-
day vulnerabilities in real-world applications, not just per-
form on the dataset. Finally, we chose four popular open
source applications, including ffjpeg, libredwg, catdoc, and
libsolv. 'ey have diverse functionalities, including popular
image parser library (ffjpeg), industry designing library
(libredwg), office file parser (catdoc), and operation system
component (libsolv). 'ese applications are supported by
GNU and open source communities and get frequent
maintenance. 'ere are different scales of application, in-
cluding large scales (libredwg, libsolv) and small scales
(ffjpeg and libsolv).

Experiment environment: we run these baseline fuzzers
with the same configuration that a virtual machine with two
Intel CPU @ 2.40GHz and 8GB RAM, running on Ubuntu
18.04. In order to keep the same running of all fuzzers, we
use the same shell arguments to run each fuzzer during 24
hours. 'e code coverage and execution speed of each ex-
periment are compared to evaluate the capability of bug
finding and performance overhead.

5.2. /e Impact of /reshold T. Our dynamic contribution
solution proposed the calculation with different stages to
mitigate the performance overhead of calculating dynamic
contributions. Specifically, StFuzzer calculates the dynamic
contribution by formula (6) if the number of the fuzzing
iteration is less than threshold T. We used formula (7) to
calculate the dynamic contribution if the number of the
fuzzing iteration is more than threshold T. 'e value of
threshold T must influence the overhead of StFuzzer and the
accuracy of the dynamic contribution. In this section, we
assign different values to threshold T and discuss the var-
iation of StFuzzer with different threshold T.

Table 1 demonstrates the value of block coverage trig-
gered by StFuzzer in ffjpeg and catdoc. 'e first column
represents the different value of threshold T. We have listed
the max value in five experiments and the average value of
coverage in catdoc and ffjpeg. In catdoc and ffjpeg, StFuzzer
obtains the highest coverage when the threshold T is
assigned a value of 100,000. For both of catdoc and ffjpeg,
StFuzzer gets the lowest coverage when the threshold T is
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1,000. In a word, the exploration capability of StFuzzer is the
best if the threshold T is assigned a value of 100,000.

Table 2 shows the number of execution paths triggered
by StFuzzer with different values of threshold T in ffjpeg and
catdoc. As same as Table 1, the first column represents the
different value of threshold T. In catdoc and ffjpeg, StFuzzer
discovered the largest number of execution paths when the
threshold T is assigned a value of 100,000. In catdoc,
StFuzzer found the smallest number of execution paths
when the threshold T is 1,000,000. For different situations in
ffjpeg, StFuzzer found the smallest number of execution
paths when the threshold T is 100. Comparing with the case
of block coverage, the exploration ability of StFuzzer is the
best when the threshold T is 100,000.

Table 3 shows the average speed of StFuzzer with dif-
ferent values of threshold T in ffjpeg and catdoc. As same as
Table 1, the first column represents the different value of
threshold T. 'e average speed stands for the number of
executions in one second. In catdoc, the average speed
reaches maximum when the threshold T is 100,000. By
contrast, in ffjpeg, the average speed is the slowest when the
threshold T is 100,000, but the difference in average speed is
too small to be ignored.

5.3. Conclusion. 'e capability of bug finding and appli-
cation exploring will be the best when the threshold T is set
to 100,000. 'e influence of the threshold T on execution
speed is limited. 'erefore, StFuzzer has a balance of bug
finding and runtime overhead if the threshold is set to
100,000. As a result, in the following experiment, we set the
threshold T to 100,000 to attain the best performance of
StFuzzer.

5.4. Code Coverage Evaluation. Code coverage is one of the
most important factors to evaluate a coverage-guided fuzzer.
In coverage-guided fuzzing, more code coverage means the
more code region has been triggered, the greater the
probability of triggering hidden bugs. Some work has
demonstrated that the probability of bug discovery increases
by about 0.92% when the code coverage increased by one
percentage. 'e code coverage of a coverage-guided fuzzer
directly indicates the vulnerability recognizing ability of this
fuzzer.'us, we evaluated baseline fuzzers and StFuzzer on 4
real-world applications for 24 hours to record the code
coverage of each fuzzer.

'e coverage improvement: it is worth noting that AFL-
family fuzzers apply the edge coverage metric that causes
many hash collisions in the bitmap that saved edge

information. Since our approach calculates the contribution
for each basic block, StFuzzer intuitively applies the block
coverage metric. With the intention of comparing coverage
of all fuzzers uniformly, we intended to transform the edge
coverage to the block coverage (i.e., the number of dis-
covered basic blocks).

Table 4 shows the average coverage of different fuzzers
on the four applications within 24 hours. Honggfuzz per-
forms the best in baseline fuzzers because it applies complex
control flow features and data flow features. Comparing with
AFL, StFuzzer triggered much more basic blocks. Especially,
in the large-scale application, StFuzzer discovered 646.6%
more blocks of libredwg and 250.7% more blocks of libsolv.
StFuzzer outperforms the second best fuzzer, honggfuzz, in
all applications, at least over 4.6%. In large-scale applications
(libredwg and libsolv), StFuzzer discovered more blocks
than honggfuzz at least over 6.5%.

Figure 4 shows the growth of block coverage over time.
'e trend of growth indicates that block coverage of AFL
and QSYM has been rising for a while, but in a short period
of time, it has reached the upper limit of block coverage
much lower than honggfuzz and StFuzzer in these target
applications. In all target applications, StFuzzer has
attained a substantial increase in coverage at the beginning
stage of the fuzzing and is usually faster than AFL and
QSYM (based on the derivative of the coverage growth
curve). In the beginning stage, the coverage growth curve of
StFuzzer is similar to that of honggfuzz. However, after this
stage, StFuzzer is able to discover more blocks than hon-
ggfuzz in the exploration stage. It demonstrates that our
contribution-aware optimization has a better effect on
program exploration than the optimization applied in
honggfuzz.

5.5. Conclusion. StFuzzer could discover more blocks than
all baseline fuzzers, which demonstrates the vulnerability
recognizing ability of StFuzzer is better than that of other
fuzzers. 'e improvement of vulnerability recognizing

Table 1: 'e block coverage triggered by StFuzzer.

'reshold T
catdoc ffjpeg

Max Average Max Average
100 316 312 211 205
1,000 290 288 207 203
10,000 306 300 215 204
100,000 339 322 226 211
1,000,000 291 280 213 209

Table 2: 'e number of execution paths triggered by StFuzzer.

'reshold T
catdoc ffjpeg

Max Average Max Average
100 199 190 231 223
1,000 172 168 253 238
10,000 199 186 276 259
100,000 223 208 279 277
1,000,000 166 152 238 231

Table 3: 'e average execution speed of StFuzzer.

'reshold T
catdoc ffjpeg

Max Average Max Average
100 334 322 76 72
1,000 635 622 58 55
10,000 632 631 44 42
100,000 670 662 44 41
1,000,000 423 418 46 43
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ability is more obvious in small-scale applications such as
catdoc and ffjpeg.

5.6. Execution Path Evaluation. Block coverage metric rec-
ords the triggered blocks, but the execution information of
block coverage is not enough accurate. Path coverage metric
will track the order of all blocks, providing the most
complete code coverage information. To be clearer, we count
the number of seeds in the seed queue as path coverage,
which is better to show the improvement of our contri-
bution-aware optimization. In the fuzzing iteration, exe-
cuting a test case will trigger an execution path. 'e more
execution paths, the more triggered execution states of the
target application. In most case, the vulnerability is only
reproduced in a specific execution path or specific function
call sequence. If a test case has triggered a new execution
path, the test case will be stored in the seed queue. 'e more
test cases in the seed queue stand for that the more execution
states have been explored by the fuzzing process. 'erefore,
we used the number of test cases in the seed queue to
evaluate the execution path triggered by different fuzzers.

Table 5 shows the number of triggered execution paths
by different fuzzers. 'e first column stands for the different
target applications. Comparing with AFL and QSYM,
StFuzzer finds much more execution paths in these appli-
cations. Especially, in libredwg, StFuzzer found 1030.2%
more execution paths than AFL. On average, StFuzzer found
15.9% more paths than the second best fuzzer, honggfuzz,
found 327.9%more paths than AFL, and found 120.2%more
paths than QSYM.

5.7. Conclusion. It demonstrated that StFuzzer outperforms
all baseline fuzzers in terms of path exploration. StFuzzer
can trigger more execution states of a target application
within a certain period of time. 'e improvement of path
exploration shows that the contribution-aware approach is
beneficial to common coverage-guided fuzzing.

5.8. Zero-Day Vulnerability Evaluation. 'e basic func-
tionality of any fuzzer is finding potential bugs or vulner-
abilities in the target application. 'erefore, it is the most

Table 4: 'e average coverage triggered by various fuzzers.

Application AFL QSYM honggfuzz StFuzzer
catdoc 121 (+158.7%) 123 (+154.5%) 283 (+10.6%) 313
ffjpeg 91 (+125.3%) 79 (+159.5%) 196 (+4.6%) 205
libredwg 2334 (+646.6%) 3439 (+406.7%) 16366 (+6.5%) 17425
libsolv 2227 (+250.7%) 2260 (+245.5%) 7245 (+7.8%) 7809
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Figure 4: 'e growth of block coverage for each fuzzer.
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direct indicator to reflect the efficiency of a fuzzer that
whether the fuzzer finds zero-day vulnerabilities in target
applications. We chose the number of zero-day vulnera-
bilities discovered as the crucial indicator of the last trial to
evaluate the effectiveness of contribution-aware optimiza-
tion for coverage-guided fuzzing.

Usually, a coverage-guided fuzzer will trigger the same
bug multiple times during the loop iterating of fuzzing,
because the fuzzing process repeatedly mutates a seed that
triggered a bug. Duplicated crash samples disturb the ex-
ploitable analyzing process of the bug, which is undesirable
for any security researchers. Since all target applications of
our experiments are open source, we recompiled all target
application with AddressSanitizer to filter out crash samples
with the same root cause. In total, StFuzzer found 5 zero-day
vulnerabilities in these applications. And we have submitted
these vulnerabilities to corresponding vendors. 'ese vul-
nerabilities have been confirmed by vendors and have been
fixed in the latest version.

Table 6 shows the number of zero-day vulnerabilities
discovered by different fuzzers. StFuzzer found 5 zero-day
vulnerabilities, and the number of discovered vulnerabilities
is more than that of all baseline fuzzers. It is worth noting
that StFuzzer found a vulnerability in libredwg, and other
fuzzers could not find this vulnerability. StFuzzer discovered
150% more vulnerabilities than the second best fuzzer,
honggfuzz, which indicates that our contribution-aware
optimization has a good effect on vulnerabilities recognition.

5.9. Conclusion. 'e contribution-aware optimization pro-
posed in this paper helps the fuzzing process to identify more
potential vulnerability. Compared with baseline fuzzers,
StFuzzer identified much more zero-day vulnerabilities in
these target applications.

5.10. PerformanceOverheadEvaluation. As aforementioned,
the calculation of the static contribution for each basic block
is performed before the first iteration of the fuzzing process.
Calculating the static contribution does not introduce
runtime performance overhead of the fuzzing process.
However, the calculation of the dynamic contribution for
each basic block relies on the runtime execution information
of basic blocks discovered, which involves a dynamic cal-
culating procedure. 'e calculation of the dynamic con-
tribution causes some runtime overhead of the fuzzing
process.We evaluated the performance overhead introduced
by the additional calculation of the dynamic contribution
according to the execution speed of each fuzzer.

Figure 5 shows the average execution speed of each
fuzzer in these four applications. Since AFL is the simplest

coverage-guided fuzzing and does not apply any high
overhead optimization, we selected the average execution
speed of AFL as the baseline in this trial. In this trial, we
made an interesting discovery that the contribution opti-
mization produces different performance overheads
depending on the scale of the target application. In small-
scale applications (catdoc and ffjpeg), StFuzzer has a higher
execution effectiveness than AFL, i.e., the average execution
speed of StFuzzer is slightly beyond that of AFL. StFuzzer
achieved faster execution of each test case in consequence of
our contribution-aware optimization guiding the fuzzing
process to trigger more basic blocks with higher contribu-
tions within a fixed period. In small-scale applications, the
performance benefit of the contribution-aware optimization
exceeds the runtime overhead of the optimization. In above
evaluations, honggfuzz has the best vulnerability recognition
ability in the baseline fuzzers, which benefits from the
honggfuzz’s optimization that applied control flow features
and data flow features. However, due to the enormous
performance overhead brought by complex data flow
analysis, honggfuzz acquires the worst execution speed. 'e
data flow analysis of honggfuzz generates a lot of perfor-
mance overhead even in small-scale applications. Com-
paring with honggfuzz, the contribution-aware optimization
of StFuzzer is more useful.

In large-scale applications (libredwg and libsolv), the
average execution speed of StFuzzer is slower than that of
AFL. It means that the performance overhead for calculating
dynamic contributions has increased significantly. In large-
scale applications, the core logic of the applications is
complex, which leads AFL trapped into the shallow logic and
the exploration ended before drilling the core functions.
'erefore, AFL and QSYM have a high execution speed in
large-scale applications. Comparing with honggfuzz, the
average execution speed of StFuzzer is increased by 40% and
116% in libredwg and libsolv, respectively.

5.11. Conclusion. 'e contribution-aware optimization of
StFuzzer is a lightweight optimization solution, which in-
troduces less performance overhead. In small-scale appli-
cations, since the performance benefit of our optimization,

Table 5: 'e number of execution paths triggered by various fuzzers.

Application AFL QSYM honggfuzz StFuzzer
catdoc 80 (+158.8%) 55 (+276.4%) 143 (+44.8%) 207
ffjpeg 145 (+89%) 135 (+103%) 250 (+9.6%) 274
libredwg 1978 (+1030.2%) 13100 (+70.7%) 20932 (+6.8%) 22356
libsolv 8370 (+33.8%) 8578 (+30.5%) 10954 (+2.2%) 11195

Table 6: 'e number of zero-day vulnerabilities found by various
fuzzers.

Application AFL QSYM honggfuzz StFuzzer
catdoc 1 0 1 2
ffjpeg 0 0 0 0
libredwg 0 0 0 1
libsolv 0 1 1 2
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StFuzzer has a better performance than AFL. In large-scale
applications, the contribution-aware optimization intro-
duces some performance overhead, resulting in a decrease in
execution speed. However, the average execution speed of
StFuzzer is still much faster than that of honggfuzz.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a contribution-aware optimization
solution and implement a novel coverage-guided fuzzer for
smart devices, named StFuzzer. We define the contribution
of a basic block for the fuzzing process and describe that the
basic block with higher contribution will be more useful to
device exploration. We show an efficient algorithm to cal-
culate the static contribution of a basic block based on
control flow and the approach that evaluate the dynamic
contribution through runtime information.

We evaluated StFuzzer with several state-of-the-art
coverage-guided fuzzers in four real-world applications
running on different smart devices. 'e result demonstrated
that StFuzzer outperforms all baseline fuzzers in terms of
vulnerability recognition, application exploration, and code
coverage. And we also evaluated the performance overhead
of the contribution-aware optimization, which showed that
our optimization is lightweight and has good performance in
both small-scale applications and large-scale applications.
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Indoor robots, in particular AI-enhanced robots, are enabling a wide range of beneficial applications. However, great cyber or
physical damages could be resulted if the robots’ vulnerabilities are exploited for malicious purposes. )erefore, a continuous
active tracking of multiple robots’ positions is necessary. From the perspective of wireless communication, indoor robots are
treated as radio sources. Existing radio tracking methods are sensitive to indoor multipath effects and error-prone with great cost.
In this backdrop, this paper presents an indoor radio sources tracking algorithm. Firstly, an RSSI (received signal strength
indicator) map is constructed based on the interpolation theory. Secondly, a YOLO v3 (You Only Look Once Version 3) detector
is applied on the map to identify and locate multiple radio sources. Combining a source’s locations at different times, we can
reconstruct its moving path and track its movement. Experimental results have shown that in the typical parameter settings, our
algorithm’s average positioning error is lower than 0.39m, and the average identification precision is larger than 93.18% in case of
6 radio sources.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Background. Indoor robots are be-
coming increasingly popular in the market in view of their
beneficial applications, ranging from navigating and
sweeping to healthy-caring. In combination with artificial
intelligence (AI), they are anticipated to drastically change
people’s daily lives. Although these with advantages, in-
door robots still face severe cyber and physical threats due
to their hardware and software vulnerabilities [1]. In
extreme cases, even the simplest cleaning robots could be
manipulated to launch aggressive physical attacks, such as
assassinating revealed in [2] and eavesdropping on private
conversations in [3–9]. )erefore, it is essential to track
the nonstationary robots for security besides traditional
efficiency concerns.

By literature review, we identify three types of alter-
native techniques that could be utilized for indoor robots’
tracking. In the first place, a robot could be tracked using
indoor navigation technique, where multiple anchors that

transmit signals are needed for the robot to derive its own
position based on its received signals. Note that to per-
form the tracking task, we need the robot to report its
position [10]. )is process could be easily spoofed and
spoiled by selfish or malicious robots. In the second place,
based on SLAM- (simultaneous localization and map-
ping-) based technique, a robot may obtain and report its
position through diverse sensors [11]. Obviously, this is
only feasible for the ‘honest’ robots. In the third place,
image recognition or video recognition could be adopted
to identify and distinguish different robots if cameras
could be installed on the ceiling [12, 13]. However, this
alternative is very sensitive to light condition and ob-
stacles. In summary, existing efforts could not fulfill the
requirements for malfunctioned robots tracking task due
to two challenges. On one hand, they usually require the
cooperation from hijacked or malicious robots. On the
other hand, they are sensitive to indoor multipath effects
(as for radio-based techniques) or illumination conditions
(as for image-based solutions).
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1.2. Related Work. For ease of presentation, the state of art
efforts in indoor localization is shown in Table 1. As shown in
Table 1, the efforts in the indoor localization are classified by
their method, environment settings, and the one-time object
identification consideration. It can be seen that most methods
do not take the dynamic environment into the environment,
while some traits in the dynamic environment would change,
such as wireless channel. Besides, Table 1 is self-explainable,
and no existing efforts consider the identification issue for the
localized objects in one time. In order to make up this research
gap, a one-time indoor object localization and identification
scheme is proposed in this paper.

1.3. Main Work and Contribution. In this backdrop, this
paper aims to develop an active but nonintrusive indoor
robots tracking algorithm. Our tracking process contains
two steps, i.e., identification step and localization step,
and each indoor robot is treated as a wireless radio source.
In the identification step, a YOLO v3 network [16] is
deployed to identify and distinguish different robots’
signals based on the constructed RSSI maps. )en, each
robot’s position is derived based on the identification
results in the localization step. Our main contributions
are threefold:

(1) An RSSI map construction scheme is proposed in the
identification step, which has a satisfactory locali-
zation resolution with low cost by deploying a small
number of monitors.

(2) After establishing RSSI maps, a network based on
YOLO v3 is trained and applied for multiple robots
recognition; then, the bounding boxes information
of YOLO v3 [16] is further utilized on the recog-
nition results to refine the localization accuracy. To
our best knowledge, this is the first paper that treats
indoor robot tracking from the viewpoint of object
recognition.

(3) A series of experiments are conducted on a collected
dataset to evaluate effectiveness of our algorithm.
Results have shown that in typical indoor environ-
ments, our proposal’s positioning error is less than
0.39m with a recognition precision higher than
93.18% in case of 6 radio sources.

)e remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the system model. In Section 3,
identification and localization algorithm for indoor radio
sources is detailed. Evaluation experiments are conducted to
verify the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in Section 4. Finally, a brief conclusion is provided
in Section 5.

2. System Model

)e scenario we considered here is that several indoor robots
work on a floor, named the task area, of a building; and there
are several classrooms, meeting rooms, and corridors on this
floor. To realize efficient control and navigation, a robot usually
has a communication module and could be treated as an

indoor radio source. )erefore, we could track different robots
if we can recognize and distinguish their equipped radios. For
the ease of description, each radio source refers to a robot in the
following analysis.

2.1. Task Area Model. A Cartesian coordinate system is
established for the task area to assist radio source localization
or tracking, in which an origin, two perpendicular axes, and
their positive directions are determined based on the floor
plane. In our setting, the origin locates at the northeast
corner of the floor, while east and north directions are the
positive directions of the horizontal and vertical axes, re-
spectively. )e set of to-be-tracked radio sources, i.e., indoor
robots, is S � S1, S2, . . . , SN , where Si denotes the i-th
radio source, and N is the number of radio sources. All radio
sources’ positions at time t are L � (x1(t), y1(t)),

(x2(t), y2(t)), . . . , (xN(t), yN(t))}, where xi(t) and yi(t)

are the i-th radio source’s abscissa and ordinate, respectively.
A number of monitors are deployed for tracking purpose

through collecting the RSSI values. To determine their re-
spective positions, the task area is divided into (m − 1) ×

(n − 1) rectangular areas with the same size, and themonitor
is placed at each vertex of all rectangles. In this way, a total of
m × n monitors are placed. Denote the set of monitors as
D � D1,1, D1,2, . . . , Dm,n , and Di,j refers to the monitor
deployed in the i-th column and the j-th row. Each monitor
periodically collects its received RSSI value. Di,j’s monitored
RSSI value at time t is denoted as Z(t)i,j. )en, all monitors’
collected RSSI values at time t (i.e., 1 of Figure 1(a)) could be
recorded as

R1(t) � [X|Y|Z(t)], (1)

where X, Y, and Z(t) are all matrices with m rows and n

columns, Xi,j and Yi,j are Di,j’s abscissa and ordinate, re-
spectively, and Z(t)i,j represents the maximum RSSI value
from the collected N RSSI values by Di,j at time t, 1≤ i≤m

and 1≤ j≤ n.

2.2. Radio Propagation Model. It is a difficult and time-
consuming task to build the radio propagation model for the
task area due to the challenges brought by multipath effects.
Moreover, the change of the indoor environment may easily
bias the established empirical model [14]. To solve this tricky
problem, based on the collected RSSI values at the monitors
without building any analytical model, an RSSI map is built to
extract the radiation trait, which is the spatial distribution of the
power within the environment [13] (i.e., the image selected by
the bounding box in Figure 1(c)). To be specific, the collected
raw dataset R1(t) could be transformed to an RSSI map, in
which an RSSI value is represented by a rectangular shape, as
1–2 in Figure 1(a). Let the set of extracted radiation traits be
P � P1, P2, . . . , PN , where Pi is the i-th radio source’s ra-
diation trait.

2.3. Tracking Model. To track multiple radio sources or
robots, we have to continuously derive their respective
positions at different time snaps. )erefore, in each time
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snap t, we have to firstly recognize different radio sources
based on the established RSSI map and P and then derive
each radio source’s position.

For the recognition purpose, we need to derive a
bounding box for each radio source through treating the RSSI
map as an image. )en, N bounding boxes could be obtained
for N radio sources; the set of bounding boxes is denoted as
ε � E1, E2, . . . , EN , where Ei represents the bounding box
for the i-th radio source and contains four elements: the

abscissa and ordinates of the bounding box’s top left vertex
and the length and the width of the bounding box in order.

)e next move is to get all recognized radio sources’
positions based on ε in combination with the coordinate
system embedded in the RSSI map and thus its derived
image. Let Λ � (x1(t), y1(t)), (x2(t), y2(t)), . . . , (xN(t),

yN(t))} be the set of N radio sources’ estimated positions,
where xi(t) and yi(t) are the abscissa and ordinate of the i-th
radio source at time t.

① RSSI data collection ② Raw RSSI map

③ Interpolated map
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Y2 Y3
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④ Image augmentation
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Figure 1: )e flowchart of the YOLO v3-based radio source tracking algorithm. (a) Images preparation. (b) Radio sources recognition.
(c) Radio sources localization.

Table 1: A comparison of efforts of indoor localization.

Reference Method Environment One-time identification
Liang et al. [12] Multifingerprint Time-varying No consideration
Rahman et al. [13] Pedestrian dead reckoning Static No consideration
Yu et al. [14] Maximum likelihood estimation Static No consideration
Poulose and Han [15] Bayesian decision theory Static No consideration
Zhu et al. [16] Augmented reality Static No consideration
Fazelinia et al. [17] Fingerprinting with AM signal Static No consideration
)is work YOLO v3 approach Time-varying Yes
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2.4. Problem Formulation. To facilitate the problem for-
mulation, we define ΩR1(t) as the identification function
which can derive S based on R1(t); ΨR1(t) as the bounding
function to derive ε based on R1(t); and Θε as the locali-
zation function to get the estimated positions Λ based on ε:

ΩR1(t): R1(t)( ⟶ (S) , (2)

ΨR1(t): R1(t)( ⟶ (ε) , (3)

Θε: ε⟶Λ{ }. (4)

When N radio sources exist in the task area, and M

radios are identified successfully from the N radio sources at
time t, this paper aims to jointly minimize the identification
error in the identification stage (stage 1) and the positioning
error in the localization stage (stage 2):

min |M − N| (stage 1)

min 
M

j�1
xj(t) − xj(t) 

2
+ yj(t) − yj(t) 

2
 

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭
(stage 2)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

3. YOLO v3-Based Radio Source Tracking

3.1. Basic Idea. After obtaining the interpolated RSSI map
and its derived image at time t, we have to first identify each
radio source and determine its bounding box. From the
perspective of object recognition in an image, the recog-
nition task could be completed if we can capture the
characteristics of each radio source’s radiation trait, which
represents a radio source’s radiation range and intensity in
an RSSI map [17]. )e process of capturing a radio source’s
radiation trait equals to deriving ΩR1(t) and ΨR1(t). How-
ever, there are many ways to solve (2) and (3). For example,
the empirical model for indoor object detection and lo-
calization based on RSSI is widely utilized because of its
simplicity and low-cost. But its positioning accuracy is
unsatisfactory since the measured RSSI values are sensitive
to the indoor multipath effects. Moreover, it is impractical
to distinguish different radio sources based solely on RSSI
data.

In this backdrop, this paper adopts deep neural networks
for tackling image segmentation, i.e., radio source recog-
nition, in view of their great success in image recognition
areas. To be specific, YOLO v3 is adopted for this purpose
due to its unique capability to capture the different radio
sources’ radiation traits and their differences [16]. We could
identify each radio source and obtain its bounding box at the
same time after conducting YOLO v3 on the image of an
RSSI map. In other words, YOLO v3 is adopted to solve both
(2) and (3) simultaneously. Compared with empirical
model-based solutions, deep neural networks-based
methods are robust to indoor multipath effects.

To tackle the localization problem shown in (4), a
straightforward idea is treating the center of each radio
source’s bounding box as its position. However, this will

introduce extra localization errors if the bounding box
derived by YOLO is biased. Taking this into consideration,
the position of the pixel point with the largest RSSI value
within the i-th radio source’s bounding box Ei is chosen as
the radio source’s location. If there are multiple pixel points
with the same maximum RSSI value, the center position is
adopted as the localization result.

3.2. Indoor Radio Sources Identification and Localization.
As shown in Figure 1, our indoor radio sources tracking
method contains three steps: images preparation, radio
sources recognition, and radio sources localization. In the
first step, raw RSSI values at the monitors are collected to
build RSSI maps, which will further be transformed into
images using the interpolation theory. )en, a YOLO v3
detector is trained offline on the images for identifying and
distinguishing different radio sources, and the trained
YOLO v3 network is utilized for online radio sources’
recognition. Finally, all radio sources’ positions are deter-
mined based on their respective bounding boxes and the
largest RSSI values of the pixels within the boxes.

3.2.1. Images Preparation. Adapting R1(t) directly to
construct the RSSI map will result in two defects. On one
hand, the positioning granularity of the RSSI map is
determined by the monitors’ deployment density.
Sparsely deployed monitors will lead to low tracking
accuracy while high-density deployment would introduce
high deployment cost. On the other hand, biased or even
error monitored data are common due to the impacts of
malfunctioned monitors or indoor multipath effect.
)erefore, to achieve low-cost monitoring while pro-
moting the tracking accuracy, the 2-th Bernstein Bezier
interpolation theory [18] is utilized to refine the raw RSSI
map, and R1(t) is expanded to R2(t).

As shown in Figure 2, Di,j, Di,j+1, Di+1,j, and Di+1,j+1 are
four deployed monitors, and their positions are
(xi,j(t), yi,j(t)), (xi,j+1(t), yi,j+1(t)), (xi+1,j(t), yi+1,j(t)),
and (xi+1,j+1(t), yi+1,j+1(t)), respectively. I1, and I2 are the
center of gravity of the triangle△Di,jDi,j+1Di+1,j and triangle
△Di+1,jI1Di+1,j+1, and their positions are (xI1

(t), yI1
(t)) and

(xI2
(t), yI2

(t)). )e purpose of applying 2-th Bernstein
Bezier interpolation theory [14] is to derive the RSSI values
at I1 and I2 without deploying extra monitors.

Next, according to the 2-th Bernstein Bezier polynomial
theory, we have the following interpolation formula:

zIh
� 

0≤f,g≤2
f+g�2

2!

f!g!
bi,jxIh

f
yIh

g
(h � 1, 2{ }).

(6)

Here, zIh
is the RSSI value of the interpolation point; xIh

and yIh
are the interpolated point’s abscissa and ordinate;

and bi,j is called the Bezier ordinates of zIh
[14]. Let the

dataset in the task area after applying the 2-th Bernstein
Bezier interpolation be R2(t):
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R2(t) � X′ Y′


Z′(t) 
p×3q

, (7)

where X′, Y′, and Z′(t) are all matrices with p rows and q

columns, and they contain the abscissas, ordinates, and RSSI
values of the points after interpolation, respectively. bi,j is
called the Bezier ordinates of zIh

and needs to be determined.
)en,R2(t) is adopted to establish the refined RSSI map

(i.e., the interpolated RSSI map), as 1–3 of Figure 1(a) shows.
Finally, image augmentation method presented in reference
[19] is applied to expand the number of images in the
training dataset, as step 4 in Figure 1(a) shows.

3.2.2. Radio Sources Recognition. As shown in the radio
sources recognition step in Figure 1, a YOLO v3 network
contains three parts: feature extraction network, first de-
tection head, and second detection head, in which 70 net
layers consist the neutral networking, and 78 connection
tables and 58 learnable tables are used to connect different
layers [16].

In the offline training stage, a number of images obtained
in the images preparation step are adopted as the training
dataset, and each image is labelled with all the radio sources’
class and bounding box information. )en, the outputs of
the network are the images where the radio sources are
recognized with their respective bounding boxes. To refine
the weights in the network, back propagation method is
adopted and cross entropy is the loss function [16]. )e
learning rate, the number of training epochs, the number of
warm-up periods, and the regularization are set to be 0.001,
3500, 1000, and 0.0005, respectively. In the online recog-
nition stage, the penalty, the confidence, and the overlap
thresholds are all set to be 0.5.

3.2.3. Radio Sources Localization. To tackle the potential
error introduced by biased bounding box derived by YOLO
v3 network, the position of the pixel with the largest RSSI
values within a recognized radio source’s bounding box is
chosen as the source’s location, as shown in the radio source
localization step shown in Figure 1. )erefore, for an
identified radio source, (4) can be converted to

xi(t), yi(t)(  �
1
w



w

k�1
xk(t) 

w

k�1
yk(t)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ w � 1, 2, · · · ,

(8)

where (xk(t), yk(t)) ∈ Ek, zk(t) � max Z(t){ }, and w is the
number of the selected pixels in the i-th bounding box.

3.2.4. Algorithm Description. )e indoor radio sources
tracking algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Step 1
determines the dataset to construct the RSSI map after
interpolation. In steps 2 and 3, the YOLO v3 network is
trained, next deriving the image to be recognized in step 5,
and the trained YOLO v3 detector is utilized to obtain the
identification and localization results in steps 6–9.

4. Simulation Results

4.1. Experimental Settings. All experiments are conducted in
Room 701, Communication Hall, Army Engineering Uni-
versity. )e floor plan of the room is shown in Figure 3; the
size of room is 11.2m × 10.4m; and the vertical and hori-
zontal distances between two neighboring monitors are both
0.8m [17]. )e size of established RSSI map is 700 × 525
pixels and the output image’s size is normalized as 227 × 227
pixels to accelerate the training process. In addition, the
software for collecting RSSI data is WiFi NetSpot. )e
tracking period T lasts for 30 minutes, and it is divided into a
number of time intervals with each interval t0 being 30
seconds. 6 radio sources are investigated, i.e., MECHERVO
(S1), Huawei MatePad (S2), )inkpad T580 (S3), Xiaomi
mix2 (S4), HUAWEI P40 (S5), and )inkpad T480 (S6).
)ese portable devices are carried by Turtlebot Robots. We
open all the collected raw RSSI values to the research
community (https://github.com/tracking-data/tracking-
project/releases/tag/v1.0).

4.2. Performance Metrics

4.2.1. Average Identification Precision. Assume a times of
experiments are conducted in total. In the j-th experiment,
the i-th radio source emerges k3 times, and it is detected k1
times while being recognized correctly by Algorithm 1 for k2
times. )en, the identification rate of the i-th radio source in
the j-th experiment will be Vi(j) � k2/k1 and the recall rate
Ri(j) � k2/k3 is derived to measure the false alarm per-
formance. )en, after a times of experiments, the average
identification precision Vave

i and the average recall rate Rave
i

of the i-th radio source will be

V
ave
i �

1
a



a

j�1
Vi(j),

R
ave
i �

1
a



a

j�1
Ri(j).

(9)

4.2.2. Average Positioning Error. For the i-th identified radio
source, its location ( xi(j), yi(j)) can be estimated by Al-
gorithm 1 in the j-th experiment, and its real position
(xi(j), yi(j)) is known in advance. With time period
[0, T] (T � n × t0), denote the average positioning error for
the i-th radio source defined as

μi �
1
n



n

j�0
xi(j) − xi(j)( 

2
+ yi(j) − yi(j)( 

2
 . (10)

4.3. Results and Analysis

4.3.1. Radio Sources Recognition Results. A straightforward
presentation of the radio source recognition results in one
single timeslot is shown in the images output layer in
Figure 1(b), where 6 radio sources (ranging from S1 to S6)
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are identified with 0.9986, 0.9999, 0.995, 0.9999, 0.9998, and
0.9999 confidence scores, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the 6 radios’ identification precision and
localization errors. As shown in Figure 4(a), the average
identification precisions of the 6 radios are 0.9648, 0.9562,
0.9469, 0.9318, 0.9404, and 0.9440, respectively. )e dif-
ferences between different radios’ identification precision lie
in the fact that different radio sources have different radi-
ation traits. Generally speaking, the more obvious, i.e., the
larger the transmitting power, a radio’s radiation trait, the
higher its identification precision; and the radiation traits are
subject to lots of factors such as the transmitting power, the
usage degree, and the position. Figure 4(b) presents the CDF
of 6 radios’ average positioning error. As shown in
Figure 4(b), each radio’s average positioning error is less
than 0.39m with a probability higher than 90%.

Figure 5 shows the 6 radio sources’ real and estimated
traces in 60 timeslots. As can be seen, the difference between

the real and the estimated traces is less than 0.4m, which is
better than 1.54m with fingerprinting approach in [20].
Besides, the higher the identification precision of a radio
source is, the less its positioning error will be. A video is
made based on the tracking results and is made publicly
available (https://github.com/tracking-data/tracking-
project/releases/tag/v1.0).

4.3.2. Generality of the Trained Network. To evaluate the
generality of the trained network, we have tested the trained
network in Room 705 and Room 725 located in the same
building with different number of robots from S1 to S4, and
the testing results are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, we
know that the trained network can still achieve high rec-
ognition (>90%) and localization (≤0.65m) accuracy in
different rooms. Moreover, it is validated that our algorithm
still works independent of the number of emerged radios.

North
Monitor
Robots
Trace

11.2 m

10
.4

 m

(a)

Smartphone

Laptop

Turtlebot robot

(b)

Figure 3: )e experimental environment. (a) Floor plan. (b) Robot.

I1

I2

Di,j

Di+1,j Di+1,j+1

Di,j+1

Figure 2: )e principle of the 2-th Bernstein Bezier interpolation.
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Figure 4: )e tracking performance of Algorithm 1. (a) Identification performance. (b) Localization performance.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to identify and
localize indoor robots (radio sources) in the real time.
Experiments show that the proposed algorithm can not only
do well in the indoor radio sources identification with

93.18% average identification precision but also is good at
localizing them with 0.39m average positioning error under
typical parameters settings. In the future, it would be more
interesting to extend the proposed algorithm to enable an
incremental robots tracking with variable number of un-
known robots.

Input: Data RT
1 � R1(0),R1(t0), . . . ,R1(T)  recorded by deployed monitors every interval t0 within [0, T], T � n · t0

Output: Identification results (Si, Vi), localization results (xi(t), yi(t)) (1≤ i≤M, 0≤ t≤T)

Offline stage
(1) Derive RT

2 based on RT
1 according to (6) and (7)

(2) Configure network parameters (i.e., training epochs)
(3) Determine ΩR2

and ΨR2
by training the network

(4) Return the trained YOLO v3 network
Online stage

(5) Derive the RSSI map according to RT
2

(6) Input the established RSSI map to the network
(7) Derive identification results as (Si, Vi) based on step 6
(8) Derive localization results as (xi(t), yi(t)) based on (8)
(9) Return (Si, Vi), (xi(t), yi(t))

ALGORITHM 1: Indoor radio sources tracking algorithm.
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Figure 5:)e tracking traces of 6 radio sources. (a))e trace of S1. (b))e trace of S2. (c))e trace of S3. (d))e trace of S4. (e))e trace of
S5. (f ) )e trace of S6.

Table 2: Generality evaluation results.

Experiment scene Radio source Vave
i μi (m)

Room 705

S1 0.9217 0.49
S2 0.9029 0.63
S3 0.9311 0.52
S4 0.9168 0.65

Room 725
S1 0.9065 0.59
S2 0.9436 0.57
S3 0.9179 0.61
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Billions of devices are connected via the Internet which has produced various challenges and opportunities. +e increase in the
number of devices connected to the Internet of things (IoT) is nearly beyond imagination. +ese devices are communicating with
each other and facilitating human life. +e connection of these devices has provided opening directions for the smart applications
which are one of the growing areas of research. Among these opportunities, security and privacy are considered to be one of the
major issues for researchers to tackle. Proper security measures can prevent attackers from interrupting the security of IoT
network inside the smart city for secure data traffic. Keeping in view the security consideration of data traffic for smart devices and
IoT, the proposed study presented machine learning algorithms for securing the data traffic based on a firewall for smart devices
and IoT network. +e study has used the dataset of “Firewall” for validation purposes. +e experimental results of the approach
show that the hybrid deep learning model (based on convolution neural network and support vector machine) outperforms than
decision1 rules and random forest by generating a recognition rate of 95.5% for the hybrid model, 68.5% for decision rules, and
78.3% accuracy for random forest. +e validity of the proposed model is also tested based on other performance metrics such as f
score, error rate, recall, and precision.+is high accuracy rate and other performance values show the applicability of the proposed
hybrid model to secure data traffic purposes in smart devices. +is can be used in many research areas of the smart city for
security purposes.

1. Introduction

+e world population is growing with the passage of time.
Various smart devices such as sensor, actuator, and many
other smart devices are installed and linked for smooth
communication, solving the issues and needs of daily life.
+e increase in the number of devices connected to the IoT is
beyond imagination. +ese devices are communicating with
each other and facilitating human life. +e connection of
these devices has provided openings directions for the smart
applications which are one of the growing areas of research
[1–3]. Among these opportunities, security and privacy are
considered to be one of the major issues for researchers to
tackle. Smart communication is the direct need of modern
societies. +e role of IoT is understandable in the smart

communication of these devices [4–6]. +e technology has
mainly focused on efficient well-being of humans and with
the protection of environment.

+e technologies of IoT has unlimited potentials for
developing sustainable and smart devices.+e information is
generally gathered from physical objects and transmitted
through communication media for processing. High com-
putation systems are used for processing of the data for
producing meaningful insights and needs. +ese processes
can support the administration of city in providing the
essential information for maintaining the services in effec-
tive way. +e applications of IoTare ensuring the delivery of
smart services with efficient utilization of resources. Based
on the applications of IoT, a gateway is opened for infor-
mation processing and facilitating automated governance of
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smart cities. So, for maintaining the smooth interaction and
communication of the devices in the IoT network, security
can be considered as the key part of the IoTnetwork for the
smart cities [7].

Various approaches have been practiced for com-
munication of security in the smart cities. Ibrahim et al.
[8] developed a framework with the help of the pro-
grammed sensor by Arduino board and provided the
sensory data into the storage of cloud for gaining access to
smart-home connected devices. As security and privacy
are the key concerns during the process of personal data
collection, Witti and Konstantas [9] proposed a frame-
work for ensuring the security and protection of citizen’s
privacy in the smart city. Jia et al. [10] elaborated the
vulnerabilities in the smart home architecture and de-
vised a threat model and then discussed building a
semiautomatic vulnerability detection system for
detecting vulnerabilities from all sides before releasing
the device. +e approach was demonstrated through
wide-ranging experiments. Talal et al. [11] presented a
study with the aim for establishing security solution of
IoT-based smart home for monitoring real-time health in
the architecture of telemedicine. Various layers were
presented. A detailed review analysis on telemedicine was
presented with the focus on the server and client sides,
showing the other related studies with applications of
smart home for IoT. Sharma et al. [12] offered a model for
testing the feasibility and performance of the network in
the course of link failure and to switch normal envi-
ronment. Various parameters were considered for
assessing the performance of the offered model. +e
results of the experiments revealed that the model is
capable of detecting the mitigate attacks and can be
considered for securing the system and ensure security of
users.

Proper security measures is the awful need of smart cities
which can prevent attackers from interrupting the security of
IoT network inside the smart city and the data of devices
inside the network traffic will be safe. Keeping in view the
security consideration of data traffic for smart cities and IoT,
the proposed study achieved the following contributions:

(i) To present machine learning algorithms for se-
curing the data traffic based on a firewall for smart
devices and IoT network

(ii) To use the dataset of “Firewall” for validation
purposes of the proposed study

(iii) To show the effectiveness of the proposed approach
through experiments of the approach

(iv) +e validity of the proposed model is also tested
based on other performance metrics such as f score,
error rate, recall, and precision

(v) Accuracy rate and other performance values show
the applicability of the proposed hybrid model for
secure data traffic purposes in smart devices

+e organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
depicts the related work to the proposed study. Section 3
shows the methodology of the proposed study with the
background of existing associated analysis of literature.
Section 4 shows the results and discussion of the paper with
evaluation measures of the proposed study. +e paper is
concluded in section 5.

2. Related Work

Researchers are trying to come across different approaches,
techniques, and mechanisms for overcoming various per-
spectives of smart cities’ security. Krichen et al. [13] followed
an approach of the model based on consisting of modelling
the system with suitable formalism, derivation of suites from
the model, applied criteria of convergence for selection of
appropriate tests, execution of the tests, and lastly collection
of verdicts and their analysis for detection of errors and
debug them.+e formalism adopted was based on the model
of extended timed automata with inputs and outputs. Kaur
and Saini [14] described the IoT security challenges, issues,
and mechanisms. Le-Dang and Le-Ngoc [15] presented a
detailed survey of the architectural design and key tech-
nologies of wireless communication for enabling applica-
tions of smart city. +e study also elaborated the probable
threats of security to the devices of IoT in the environment of
smart city. Jaafar et al. [16] discussed the literature on the
IoT-based smart city from the architecture, platform,
technology, and application domain perspectives. Various
challenges are raised to the best-effort IoT during the se-
curity, end-to-end communication, and energy efficiency.
Szymanski [17] surveyed the weaknesses of security of best-
effort IoTand, furthermore, presented a secure deterministic
industrial tactile IoT core network.

Liu et al. [18] have addressed the attack of traffic analysis
for smart homes where the opponents interrupt the traffic
from and to the gateway of smart home and profile residents’
behavior by digital traces. +e traditional tools of cryp-
tography are generally not feasible due to the usefulness of
opponents. +e study offered a framework for privacy
preserved obfuscation for achieving this objective. Several
simulations were performed for the effectiveness of the
proposed framework.+e results elaborated the effectiveness
of the framework compared to the existing approaches.
Alromaihi et al. [19] analyzed the privacy and security of the
healthcare applications for smart cities. Firstly, the study
provides a detailed review of the various applications of IoT
and their cyber vulnerabilities and then presents a detailed
assessment of potential approaches for mitigating the issues
of cyber-attacks. Currently, various use cases are available
for smart cities. +ese use cases are in the form of coop-
erative transportation network, autonomous vehicles, and
smart roads for enhancing data propagation. Brincat et al.
[20] presented an overview of the scenarios of IoT tech-
nology-based smart cities for the intelligent transportation
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system. +e study has presented the integration of cloud
computing with the IoT for big data. +e research is
attempted for establishing security of the network archi-
tecture for enhancing the issues of security [21]. IoT devices
are producing traffic based on specific features and varia-
tions with respect to traditional devices. Study has been
presented for analyzing the possibility of applications of
these features for classification of devices. Such classification
is better in situation of heterogeneity and dynamic. Total of
41 devices of IoTwere used [22]. Research was presented as a
secure scenario for operating wireless mobile 6G network to
manage big data in smart building [23].

Barbosa et al. [24] proposed a smart card cluster for
ensuring message authentication and integration by using
hardware signing. +e approach is portable, modular, cost-
effective, and flexible. With the support of results of the
study, it is revealed that the approach outperformed existing
solutions. Qureshi et al. [25] presented a framework of
detecting version number attack, HELLO-Flood attack,
Black hole attack, and Sinkhole attack. Various parameters
were used for measuring performance of the framework.
+ese parameters include the true positive rate, detection
accuracy rate, false-positive rate, end-to-end delay, and
throughput.+e results revealed the support of the proposed
framework for consideration in the environment of in-
dustrial Internet of things. Teng et al. [26] proposed a model
of low-cost code dissemination which propagates the update
code through mobile vehicles in the city with adoptable style
of communication. For code stations, a coverage-based
greedy deployment approach was used and algorithm of
optimized code selection was used for maximizing code
dissemination coverage over the city with low time and cost.
Several experiments were performed for validation of the
proposed study and the results revealed the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. Accurate anomaly detection and
identification based on the IoT for traffic identification can
be considered as the essential issue for research to tackle.
Shafiq et al. [27] proposed an approach of the bijective soft
set for feature selection for selecting effective features and
then devised approach of CorrACC feature selection metric.
Furthermore, the research developed a new technique of
features’ selection algorithm Corracc based on CorrACC for
extracting the most suitable and effective features for the
classifier of machine learning through metric of ACC.

3. Analysing the Existing State-of-the-Art
Work for Securing Data Traffic of Smart
Devices and IoT

+e security and privacy aspects are an insinuation of smart
city. Research studies in the area have exploited the potential
applications and their implications on smart devices. A small
number of threats have gained more press in recent times
than various ransomware campaigns. +e malware and
ransomware that encrypt files for denying data access till
ransom can be paid by the owner [28]. Alternatives such as
cryptolocker, reveton, wannacry, and cryptowall [29] are
among the huge number of users paying ransoms. Including

a classic ransomware victim, such as loses of personal files or
significant work extending from financial information to
family pictures [30], there are various victim classes for
whom harms are difficult to analyze.+e study has presented
a detailed survey which focuses on the IoT architecture
security and facilitates a comprehensive taxonomy of key
issues related with the area and main technologies. Ap-
propriate protocols for infrastructure of IoTand open source
tools and platforms for it development are discussed. Issues,
challenges, and future directions are given [31]. Research
work has been presented with the novel protocol in which
the client of IoT can share part of the validation function
with the server. Conflict of data at earlier is detected by such
clients [32].

Various approaches have been practiced for solving
various issues of smart cities. +e purpose of this study was
to identify the existing research studies in the area. Various
popular libraries were searched for achieving the associated
details of research. Figure 1 graphically represents the types
of articles with the papers published in the ScienceDirect.

Figure 2 depicts the publication titles in the given library.
Figure 3 represents the year of publications. +e figure

reveals that more articles were published in the year 2020
which further shows that there is a significant growth in
research in the given area.

Figure 4 depicts disciplines of the publications in the
given library. It was shown in the figure that more articles
were published in the field of Computer Science.

+e Springer library was searched for analyzing the
existing research in the area. Figure 5 briefly describes the
disciplines covered in the area with total of publications.

Figure 6 describes the publication types with the total of
publications in the given area.

+e ACM library was searched for obtaining the relevant
materials for the analysis process. Figure 7 depicts the
publication types and papers in the given library.

Figure 8 depicts the conference held with the total of
papers in the given area.

Figure 9 represents the types of contents in the given
library.

+e analysis was explored for further in-depth study of
the materials in the given area of research. Figure 10 rep-
resents the media format with the publications in the library
mentioned.

+e IEEE library was searched and the associated results
for analysis were obtained. Figure 11 depicts the publication
types with the number of papers in the IEEE.

+is library was further explored in order to obtain more
results of the search. Figure 12 represents the location of
conferences held.

+e study analyzed the publication topics covered by the
current study and identified a list of topics which are shown
in Figure 13.

4. Results and Discussion

+e experimental and simulation results are carried out on
the dataset downloaded fromKaggle “Internet Firewall.”+e
experimental work was performed using the Python tool.
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+is research work proposes the uses of a hybrid deep
learningmodel based on convolution neural network (CNN)
and support vector machine (SVM).+e CNN is used for the
classification purposes, while the SVM is used for the rec-
ognition and prediction purposes. +e performance com-
parison in between these algorithms is depicted in Figure 14.

After assessing the planned hybrid model for various
performance metrics such as misclassification rate, specificity, F
measure, precision, recall, and accuracy, it was concluded that
the hybrid model outperforms very well among other classi-
fication algorithms as depicted in Figure 15. +e other two
generic techniques random forest and decision rules are used to
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validate the applicability of the hybrid model in the recognition
and classification task:

(i) Hybrid model results: Figure 15 shows the experi-
mental results of the proposed hybrid model. +e
CNN is considered as one of the best technique
among deep architectures to accurately classify
different objects.

(ii) Random forest-based results: Figure 16 depicts the
recognition capabilities of the random forest-based
model based on different performance metrics.

(iii) Decision rules: using different performance metrics,
the recognition capabilities of decision rule-based
recognition model is depicted in Figure 17.
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5. Conclusion

Numerous devices such as sensor, actuator, and many other
smart devices are connected and installed for communi-
cation, interaction, and solving the issues smart devices. +e
increase in the number of devices connected to the IoT is
rising day by day. +e connection of these devices has
provided openings’ directions for the smart applications
which is one of the growing areas of research. Among these
opportunities, security and privacy are considered to be one
of the major issues for researchers to tackle. Smart com-
munication is the direct need of modern societies.+e role of
IoT is understandable in the smart communication of these
devices.+e technology has mainly focused on efficient well-
being of humans and with the protection of environment.
+ese devices are communicating with each other and fa-
cilitating human life. +e connection of these devices has
provided openings’ directions for the smart applications
which is one of the growing areas of research. Proper se-
curity measures can prevent attackers from interrupting the
security of IoTnetwork inside the smart city for secure data
traffic. Keeping in view the security consideration of data
traffic for smart cities and IoT, the proposed study presented
machine learning algorithms for securing the data traffic
based on a firewall for smart devices and IoT network. +e
study has used the dataset of “Firewall” for validation

purposes. +e experimental results of the approach shows
that hybrid deep learning model (based on convolution
neural network and support vector machine) outperforms
than decision1 rules and random forest by generating a
recognition rate of 95.5% for the hybrid model, 68.5% for
decision rules, and 78.3% accuracy for random forest. +e
validity of the proposed model is also tested based on other
performance metrics such as error rate, recall, f score, and
precision. +is great accuracy rate and other performance
values show the influence of the proposed hybrid model for
secure data traffic purposes in smart devices.
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